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FORKAST
(Mtaaaian, liUooet. South Tomp- 
•on Kgiob; Cloudy today and 
Wedoeaday, Oceaatoaal anowfluiv 
Tika or ahowen of mixed rain and 
xnow. Winds souther^ 20 in the 
valleys.
HIGH AND LOW
Predicted high and low temp* 
eratures for Wednesday, Pentic­
ton 32 and 40. Kamloc^ 28 and 
38. Lytton 25 and 45. High and 
low temperatxires recorded at 
Kelowna Monday 43. 35.
V«L 54 W e e  5  casts
" A  STUDY OF FEET'
“A STUDY OF F E ir r ’ would 
aptly describe the above pic­
ture layout following the light 
snow which fell Sunday morn- 
ing.
Office worhers, messenger 
boys and housewives dug deep 
into closets to come up with 
some protective footwear, while 
local stores reported the first 
major rush for winter clothing.
Streets were practically bare 
of snow .this morning, as tem­
peratures rose well above freez­
ing point. More of the white 
flakes are forecast for this af­
ternoon and evening.
U.S. Set To Launch 
Satellite A t Dawn
FOUND, AT LAST! A PIN-UP 
WITH BEAUTY AND BRAINS!
VANCOUVER (CP)— Miss Grey Cu{>—Carol Lucas 
of Burnaby— says she turned down a spot on Ed Sullivan’s 
television show because she was worried about her exams 
at the University of B.C.
She told reporters here that Ed had asked her, for a 
handsome fee, to appear on his show and spend a whirlwind 
three days in New York.
“I just couldn’t accept it,” Carol said, “I was so far 
b^ind  in my studies.”
LANDMARK GOES 
PRINCE ALBERT, Sask. (CP) 
—The old Wesley United Church, 
built 69 years ago in this north­
ern Saskatchewan city* is to be 
tom down. Its original organ was 
brought from Winnipeg aboard 
the river steamer Marquis.
Automobile Production Cut 
Parliament Debates Issue
TORONTO (CP) — Canada’s 
three leading automobile manu­
facturers have begun production 
cutbacks at Ontario plants, in 
the face of lagging demand which 
they blamed on rumors of a reduc­
tion in the federal excise tax on 
cars.
Chrysler Corporation closed 
down its Windsor operations and 
hourly-rated employees will be 
off imtil Friday. About 4,000 em­
ployees are affected.
^ r d 's  Oakville plant Imd off 
another 1,400 workers. Another 
1,000 will be laid off today and 
Wednesday in Wtodsor.
The Genefjff Motors plant at 
Oshawa shut down Monday and 
will be closed today. About 10,000 
employees are affected.
PUBLIC RELUCTANT
Both Chrysler and General 
Motors blamed rumors of a tax 
cut and said the public was wait­
ing for a price cut before buying.
Lagging demand for cars 
throughout the country with a 
sharp slump noticed with the tax- 
cut rumors were given as reasons 
by Ford, which announced its lay­
offs last week.
GOVERNMENT MUM
OTTAWA (CP) — The govern­
ment plans "one or two" tax 
changes this session but a whole 
day's taunting and questioning by 
the Commons Opposition failed to 
bring out whether they include a 
cut in the 10-per-cent excise tax 
on new cars.
However, Prime Minister Die- 
fenbaker hinted Monday that in­
come tax may be involved but 
said the changes will not be pre­
sented in a formal budget.
"Insofar as changes in the to 
come taxes are concerned, those
changes could be made by no­
tice,” he said, quoting prece­
dents for such a procedure imder 
past Liberal governments.
ASK FOR STATEMENT
His announcement sparked pro­
tests by opposition parties, which 
asked the government for a bud­
getary statement that would give 
the country a statement on thf 
state of the economy.
Later, on a bid by Paul Martin
(LrEssex East), the Commons 
held an emergency debate on the 
question of layoffs involving more 
than 16,000 workers to the auto- 
ihobile industry.
CCF Leader Coldwell said the 
auto m anufacturers "probably" 
seized on newspaper forecasts of 
tax reductions as a lever to get 
the tax re4uced or removed. Per­
haps the workers were being 
u s^  as pawns to the game to 
force the government’s hand.
92 Accidents 
Open Safe Week
VICTORIA (CP) — Officials of 
the Motor Vehicle Branch here 
said British Columbia opened 
National Safety Week on Sunday 
with a total of 92 accidents.
The day also saw 30 injuries, 
but no fatalities.
Officials 4n the department said 
they hoped B.C.'s total this year 
would be "less than the nine
Ask Wage 
To A id U.S.
deaths" recorded during 
Safety Week last year.
the
ATLANTIC CITY. N.J. (AP) — 
Labor Secretary Mitchell said to­
day the idea of a moratorium on 
union wage increase demands, 
next year should be “seriously 
considered.”
But he avoided any outright 
support or rejection when asked 
about a plan advocated'Monday 
to representatives of 3,500,000 un­
ionists by one of their colleagues.
The idea met with general dis­
favor by labor leaders.
George Meany, AFL-CIO presi­
dent, sent word through aides 
that he will personally scotch the 
idea in a speech to one of the 
several union groups meeting in 
advance of the AFL-CIO conven 
tion.
Other federation leaders gen­
erally disagreed with the plan put 
forward by President Richard J. 
Gray of the AFL-CIO Building 
and Construction Trades Depart­
ment, claiming some 3,500,000 of 
the 15,000,000 AFL-CIO members,
Gray, to a speech to his group 
Monday, called for loosened gov- 
erntoent credit policies to aid fl 
nanclng of all types of construe 
tlon and suggestsed the wage mo­
ratorium' to counter inflation. He 
said his plan would create more 
construction jobs.
REUTllER CAUTIOUS
But other AFlrCIO lenders 
were quick to hark back to the 
AFL-CIO’s economic thesis that a 
high wage policy is good for the 
country by creating mass pur­
chasing power to buy up produc­
tion. Meany was expected to
stress this. '
In Detroit, Walter Reuther, 
president of the United^ Auto 
Workers, and AFL-CIO vice-pres 
ident, said he would not comment 
on the suggestion until he saw 
the text of Gray’s remarks.
Reuther has announced that his 
union in 1958 will give top prior­
ity to demands for a shorter 
work week and a substantial in­
crease in take-home pay.
MacGREGOR, Man. (CP) —A 
mother and two of her five chil­
dren were burned to death in an 
early morning fire which des­
troyed their two-storey frame 
liome at MacGregor, Man., 70 
miles west of Winnipeg. Dead are 
Mrs. Violet Elizabeth Shepard, 
25, and her two sons, Richard 
Melvin, 6, and WiUlam George, 2.
"So Much In love"-E lop ing  Pair 
May Reo To Unitod States
LONDON (AP)~A judge today 
ordered runaway lovers Tessa 
Kennedy and Domlnlo Elwcs to 
return from Scotland and ;breok 
up their romance.
In Edinburgh where the 19- 






H-year old fiance fled to escape 
English ju isdiction, the couple 
vowed to f iht any court action
"We are liiotog to fight this all 
the Way." Miss Kennedy said.
"If our parents bring an action 
against us in a Scottish court, 
we VftU fight It, Wo are so much 
in love, we thought thla over for
a long time.
Elwcs said they may flee to 
the United States to escape the 
consequences of parental opposi' 
tlon to their marriage.
SECOND MOVE 
The court order of Judge Ron- 
afal F. Roxburgh waa the second 
legal action taken to stop the 
marriage. Last week the cmirt 
granted Mist Kennedy’s narenti 
an Injunction restraining the cou- 
pie from marrying.
Die lovera aUim«d «w»y to 
Scotland where « girl under age
may marry without her parents 
consent.
Thb honey blonde Tessa, heir 
css to a shipping fortune, is an 
"Infant ward'* of tho court. El- 
wea Is the son of English por­
trait painter Simon Elwcs, now in 
New, York, Who also opposes tho 
marriage.
So long as tho couple remain 
In Scotland they cannot bo made 
to obey the English court order.
Judge Roxburgh said he or­
dered Miss Kennedy to return to 
Englond—where the court has 




"1 have also ordered Mr. Dom 
Into Elwes to return Miss Ken 
nedy within the jurisdiction and 
, , . thereafter to be irestraincb 
from speaking to or meeting or 
having any communication of 
any sort or kind directly or , in 
direc|dy with Miss Kennedy.” 
mwes said In Edinburgh he 
and Miss Kennedy may go to 
New York Otjr. ,
, VM we rnarnr. I  certainly can­
not go back to England," he said.
Sask. Sputnik I 
Crash Story 
Declared Hoax
WINNIPEG (CP)—A story pub­
lished here Monday said a piece 
of metal bearing Russian lettering 
foimd on a farm near Fleming, 
Sask., Sunday night, apparently 
was a hoax.
The story was published in the 
Winnipeg Free Press as a spe­
cial report from a correspondent 
at Fleming.
Name of the owner of the farm 
was given as "G. R. Puzzaforte" 
said to be an Italian immigrant. 
In ItaUan, “puzza forte” means 
"strong smeU.”
No farmer by the name of Puz- 
zafortO could be found near Flem­
ing qe ti^ointog Kirkella, .M^h- v. ̂ 
TheTPree Press ’ stoiy said the 
farmer was shipping the metal to 
the Regina Leader-Post which of­
fered va- $100 reward to the first 
person fin tog a piece of the 
rocket, reported to have crashed 
to earth during the weekend.
U.S. Defence Bill 
Now $40 Billion
WASHINGTON (AP) — Presi­
dent Eisenhower outlined to con­
gressional leaders today plans 
for a $2,000,000,000 increase to 
the defence budget, devoted pri­
marily to missiles and anti-sub­
marine equipment.
Chairman Styles Bridges (Rep. 
N.H.) of the Senate Republican 
policy committee said as he 
came out of a ^ive-hour White 
House conference that the pres­
ident told the Congress members 
he will ask for W,940,000,000 to 
foreign aid fundi.
Bridges told reporters that des­
pite economies which may be 
made elsewhere, a $2,000,0M,000 
increase in military spending wiU 
carry the defence budget figure 
above $40,000,000,000.
Spending to the current year 
has been $38,400,000,000.
Eisenhower himself spent 
hours to the session, taking part 
to the opening portion devoted to 
pini)R for the NATO summit 
meeting starting to Paris Dec. 16, 
and coming back for the defence 
discussionTater.
Vice-President Richard Nixon
took over the chair while the 
president, recuperating from the 
mild stroke he suffered, eight 
days ago, was absent.
Expected To Travel 
In L200-M ile Orbit
CAPE'CANAVERAL, Fla. (A P )— Engineers worked at 
top speed today to prepare the first United States space shtellitc 
for launching at dawn Wednesday or soon thereafter.
of the required temperature be­
fore it is pumped into the second 
stage rocket had not been work­
ing properly.
HUMAN ERROR
They apparently remedied one 
last-minute problem, the mal­
functioning of ground support 
equipment designed to cool some 
of the fuel before it is pumped 
into the rocket.
They also labored to eliminate 
noise interference in the crucial 
second stage of the three-stage 
vehicle which will attempt to 
place a 6Vi-inch ball Into an orbit 
300 to 1,200 miles above the earth.
If it is not eliminated, this dif­
ficulty could make the 72-foot- 
tall rocltet wobble in flight and 
cause it to break up.
The experts were optimistic 
that they will have this trouble 
worked out before the launching. 
It was learned from various 
sources that trailer equipment 
designed to cool , the nitric acid
Foreign Minister 
Outlines Policies
OTTAWA (CP) — External eration of his department’s $58.-
Affairs Minister Smith said to­
day he is "distressed and “dis­
turbed" that whenever Russia 
proposes high-level discussion 
among the major powers, "un­
named, unidentified o f f i c i a l  
spbkesman in Washington” reject 
the proposals out of hand.
The minister, imdergotog ques­
tioning by the Commons external 
affairs committee during consid-
CUSTOMER LURE
SUFFERN, N.Y. (AP) — The 
parking meters in this New York 
suburban community have been 
shut off as a boon to Christmas 
shoppers. Mayor James A. 
Keenan Sr. has ordered free 
parking until Christmas Eve to 
persuade shoppers to patronize 
local merchants instead of shop­
ping centres nearby.
ALSO IN THE NEWS
Probes Leaks
LONDON (Reuters)—A judicial 
inquiry investigating alleged 
leakages of secret government 
financial information has turned 
the spotlight on a number of Lon­
don newspaper writers and the 
nature of the sources they use for 
their reports.
The inquiry, which opened Mon­
day, is gathering information on 
reports that various speculators 
were tipped off in advance of the 
government’s intention last Sep­
tember !to increase the bank rate 
to seven per cent from five per 
cent.
500,(X)0 estimates, said "the time 
now has come to take a new look 
to respect of our relations with 
Soviet Russia.”
There should be no delay to 
that regard,. consistent with 
maintaining toe West’s defences. 
Recent advances to science had 
presented "an entirely new situ­
ation” which demanded recogni­
tion and reassessment.
After considerable checking It 
was discovered that a small 
valve hal been installed upside 
down. Replacement apparently 
remedied the situation.
Builders of the third-stage 
rocket—the rocket that actually 
will propel toe Vanguard satellite 
into an orbit and Itsdf a satellite 
—showed up for launching prep­
arations and expressed confi­
dence that if the first two rocket 
stages work perfectly theirs will 
too.
Wilbur G. HartzeU, Grand Cen­
tral Rocket Company’s progress 
manager, added that there have 
^ e n  many successful static fir­
ings of prototype or experimental 
models, of the Grand Central 
third-stage rocket, and no fail­
ures. ,
MAT OUTLINE BURDEN
HartzeU said toe empty steel 
sheU of the third stage rocket' 
wiU trail along through toe sky 
after the tiny sphere and may 
even outUve toe tiny sateUite.
V ^ e  toe sateUite itself is so 
smaU it may not be visible; and 
may be traced only by toe radio 
signal it broadcasts, toe third 
stage SheU is painted white and 
should be visible at dawn and 
dusk. It 'wiU be about five feet 
long.
BRIDGE REPORT
Gen. Laurence S. Kuter, com­
mander of Unted States Air 
Force in  toe Pacific, said today. 
He told a press conference here 
this was to increase Formosa’s 
retaUatory and internal strength.
STEVENSON ASKED 
TO ATTEND PARLEY
WASHINGTON (AP) -Adlal E, 
Stevenson said after a White 
House conference today that 
President Eisenhower wants him 
to attend the NATO summit con 
ference in Paris. The 1052'and 
1956 Democratic presidential can 
dIdate said he probably will not 
make a decision on whether to 
attend the Dec. 16 conference for 
another week or 10 days.
a t t e m pt e d  THEFT 
OP CANADA SECRETS 
ESCHWEGE, Germany (Rcu 
ters) — A German who tried to 
steal industrial secrets from the 
Canadian Massey - Harris - Fer­
guson agricultural machinery 
firm here was fined and sentenced 
to nine months, in prison, Defend 
ant Paul Matzek, 38. was found 
lullty of aggravated theft and 
attempted betrayal of secrets,
JAPAN WILL NOT 
APPEAL GIOARD RAP
MAEBASHI, Japan (AP) Jo 
pan announced today it will noi; 
appeal tho three-year suspended 
sentence imposed in the William 
S, Girard manslaughter case. In 
Japan, either the prosecution or 
defence may appeal a sentence, 
Tho decision clears tho way for 
Girard, central figure in the fir­
ing range death of a Japanese 
shell coHcctor, to leave for the 
U.S. on a military translpoirt ship 
Friday with his wife.
U.8. MOVES TACTICAL 
MISSH-ES t o  FORMOSA
SINGAPORE (Reuters) The
U nll^ Statcf Is moving tactical 
missiles squadrons into Formosa,
\
TRADE LICENCE 
City council Monday night ap­
proved granting trade licence 
to V. C. King for too sale of 
Ourlstinaa treea ,at , 42J Queeiu- 
way, ,, ' ; '  ̂ '
Work on Okanagan Lake bridge 
is on schedule, and if weather 
conditions remain favorable, toe 
pontoons and concrete piers wiU 
be completed early in toe new 
year, according to Tom CtouU, 
chief engineer for Kelowna Con­
tractors.
Mr. CouU was guest speaker 
at a joint meeting of toe Central 
B.C. branch of toe Engineering 
Institute of Canada and the Cen­
tral B,C. branch of the Associa 
tion of Professional Engineers. 
He reviewed progress on the 
bridge to date, and said all pon­
toons have now been poured. 
Work is now in progress setting 
toe anchors.
E. R. Gayfer, city engineer.
Doctor Rapped 
Six Months For 
Tax Evasions
VANCOUVER (CP)-A medical 
doctor was sentenced to six 
months in jail and fined $10,000 
on 12 charges of Income tax eva­
sion.
Dr. Gustav Schilder was sen­
tenced in police court by Magis­
trate Oscar Orr. He pleaded guil­
ty Inst week to too chorges, which 
involved concealment of $60,258 
in gross Ices over a 12-year per­
iod.
He will also be required to pay 
S26.000 in back Income tax.
Dr. Schilder, an internal medi­
cine specialist, was given the jail 
term for two offences during the 
years 11)43 and 1944.
Magistrate Orr said "I can’t 
overlook that for two years dur­
ing toe war you did this terrible 
thing." He Imposed a $1,000 fine 
on each of 10 other charges with 
an alternative of two months in 
Jnti.
JAKARTA, Indonesia (AP) — 
Indonesian workers stretching out 
t h e i r  government - sponsored 
strike against Dutch enterprises 
took over two Dutch shipping 
lines today.
T h e  Indonesian newspaper 
Keng Po said workers also hac 
taken over the Dutch-owned 
Whery Trading Company on an 
order purportedly issued by an 
army major.
Trade union workers moved 
Into the offices of the Royal Neth 
erlands Shipping Line (MPM) 
hoisted tho union's red flag and 
informed Dutch nationals they 
were taking over on government 
orders.
Also going into the hands of 
union workers was toe Dutch- 
owned Royal Intcrocean Lines 
(KPM) which operates among In­
donesia’s 3,000 Islands,
A protest from toe Dutch Em̂  
bassy brought from the Indo­
nesian government the statement 
toe takeover W(is not in the gov 
ernment plan to boycott Dutch 
enterprises. Tho Indonesian for­
eign office sold it had no know­
ledge of n wor)tcrs’ takeover.
Penticton, was elected to the 
joint chairmanship of the two 
organizations. Also chosen were 
Peter Tassie, Vernon, vice-chair­
man; and directors, R. G. Harris 
Kelowna; Donn Wales, Vernon 
,and C. Hepburn, Kamloops.
In reviewing toe past year, re­
tiring chairman, H. D. DeBeck 
said toe largest attendance at any 
meeting was recorded in Kel- 
cArna last spring when a meet­
ing was held to study , the propos 
ed Kelowna bridge.
The two organizations are plan­
ning a joint meeting here Jan 
21 when C. M. Anson, president 
of the Engineering Institute of 
Canada will be guest speaker.
Apple Heads Discuss 
M arketing Problems
Two top executives are In Ot­
tawa this week discussing the 
complex problems involved in dis­
posing of Canada’s bumper apple 
crop . . .  the largest since 1950.
R. P, Walrod, and J. B. Lander, 
general manager and general 
sales manager, respectively, of 
B.C. Tree Fniits Ltd. are Okana 
gan representatives on the appU 
committee I of the Canadinn Hort­
icultural Council,
The Canadian apple supply sit 
nation will be discussed together 
with toe merchandising problems 
involved in what has boon dcs 
cribed as one of toe most diffi­
cult years from an apple-selling 
standpoint.
COMjPETlTIVE MARKETS 
This has . been attributed large­
ly to toe . chaotic conditions pre­
vailing, on ncor competitlvo mar­
kets in the U.S. where a combin­
ation of factors have created con­
ditions close to too panic level 




VERNON — Testimony of 
Gloria Smith was held in camera 
this morning at toe assize court 
hearing of John Clifford Brewer, 
charged with rape.
Brewer is alleged to have 
criminally assaulted the 15-year- 
old Penticton girl.
Mr. Justice H. A. MacLean ex­
pressed reluctance in ordering a 
court closure, but thought it 
would be to the benefit of all 
concerned.-
Brewer is the third to be 
charged with criminally assault­
ing the young girl.
Brian Weddell, of Kelowna, is 
defending Brewer. Crown pros­
ecutor is J. S. Aiklns, of Pen­
ticton. The youth pleaded not 
guilty.
In addition to the horticuluturnl 
council meetings, the B.C. dele­
gates will confer with govern­
ment officials, emphasizing the 





VANCOUVER (CP) — Liberal 
Leader Arthur Laing has called 
on Premier Bennett to set up a 
commission to investigate rent 
increases recently imposed on 
old age pensioners and low-incoma 
groups.
He also suggested some rent 
controls be reinstituted if neces­
sary.
"STATE OF THE CHURCHES
W \ f t
ST. LOUIS, Mo. (AP) -  A 
sharp, probing light was turned 
on U.S. churches today~and It 
found slgiu of groat promise, but 
also serious flavvs.' _
The hard-hitting appraisal came 
in a ejlOe-word report on the 
"state of the churches" to the 
triennial general assembly of .the 
Natimal Cioundl of Churches.
It died these factors, amon 
others, ah currently widesptea
characteristics of U.S. religious 
life;
1. Christian teachings, concern­
ing toe hereafter haye long been 
sidestepped in many churches, 
but now. are regaining their right­
ful place in church perspective.
2. A trend in tho churche$ to 
be ruled'by the question, "what 
does toe popular will expect of 
us,” is changing to n more cour 
ageous Christian guldcpost, 
"what is tho word of God which 
we must proclaim.”
3, Modern churches too often 
have pyt the accent on secular 
yardsticks of success—site, sta­
tistics and outward attractiveness
rather than spiritual dedication.
4. Many congrogatlona would 
rather have a« minister who id a 
"good administrator, and promo­
ter" than one who is "a loyal 
and humble dltdple of Jesus 
Chrlst.a thinker and a fearless 
prophet of the sovereign and re­
deeming Lord,”
Former Local Youth Makes 
Good In Entertainment Field
More light on just how well a voulin, often hear from their fam- 
former local boy has been doing ous son, 
in the big time entertainment 
field has just been received,
Pete Zadorozny, who now uses 
the stage name of Pete Dawson, 
has been part of the Skecter Bonn 
Show on radio and television over 
WWVA, Wheeling, West Virginia, 
for some time.
Pete, who has Just turned 21, 
and was born ond roised here, is 
a wizard with a violin and mode 
many public appearances here 
before going farther afield to 
seek his fortun^.
Ho left Kelowna three years 
ago, nnd for two years gained 
more renown on radio and tele­
vision shows and through stage 
ond’night club appearandes at 
and around Toronto, Hd was on 
tho King Gaiinon Show from Tor­
onto until ho joined up with Skeet* 
or Donn In February of Uilx year.
FASTEST FIDDLER
In a souvenir booklet put out by 
Skeeter Bonn, Peter is described 
os .one of the fastest .fiddlers in 
tiiu business. The accompanying 
|)hotogrnpt\ was pert of the. bookj
Tlte booklet also mentions that 
Pete has "won many fiddling 
championships for his tremendous 
speed, accuracy nnd technlqud,”
His parents, Mr. and Mrs. John 
.Zadorozny, who reside a t Den- lAINJBSNV
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Rutland Resolution If A dopted  
Gould Harm Fruit Industry . ,
The Rutland local of the BCFGA has 
presented a most interesting rcsolyfidn for 
discussion at the annual meeting of the BC  
FG A in January. The Rutland resolution, if 
adopted by the convention, would provide • 
for all industry officials to be elected by 
grower ballot rather than by the delegates 
to the convention who themselves arc elected 
by the growers.
The passing of this resolution would 
mean that all executive posts of the industry 
including the president and the board of gov­
ernors of BC Tree Fruits Ltd., the president 
and dircctoA of BC Fruit Processors Ltd., 
the BC Fruit Board and the president and , 
directors of the BCFGA itself would be filled 
by the ballots of the whole grower body.
The sponsors of the new move feel that 
the present system of election by the conven­
tion delegates is “undemocratic.” With this 
view we can hardly agree. If this systenl is 
undemocratic, then so are the systems used 
to elect the prime ministers of Britain and 
Canada, the president of the United States. 
and the premiers of every Canadian province.
The premier of British Columbia is not 
elected by all the voters of this province. In 
the present instance he was elected by the 
voters of South Okanagan only, and is prcni- 
ier simply because delegates to  a Social Credit 
convention chose him as their leader and that 
party happened to elect more members than 
nny other party to the Legislature.
Similarly, the prime minister of Canada 
’.was not elected-to that office by the Canadian 
, people. H e was elected to the HouSe of Com­
mons by the people of Prince Albert riding 
alone. He happens to be prime rhinister be­
cause delegates to a Conservative convention 
chose him party leader and there were more 
Conservatives than any other party elected to 
the House of Commons. Similarly is the prime 
minister of Britain elected.
In the United States, people do not vote 
directly for the president. Each state dects 
an allotted number of delegates to the elector­
al college which in turn elects the president. 
Mr. Eisenhower is president because the Re- 
pubUcan Party controlled the electoral co llege. 
votes.
In each of the above instances, the pro­
cedure is broadly that followed now by the 
BCFGA. If its present system is “undemo­
cratic” thcruthe.above systems are undemo­
cratic also.
But regardless of whether the system is 
undemocratic or not, there are points which 
would make it  questionalile whether the pro-" 
posed procedure would be an improvement. 
Indeed, it might well be a retrograde step.
 ̂ In the first place, just as not all Cana­
dians and not all British Columbians can be 
personally acquainted with the leaders of the 
various political parties, afl growers obviously 
cannot be well enough acquainted with the 
candidates for the various offices to make an 
intelligent selection. On the other hand, the 
growers’ own delegates at the convention do 
have an opportunity to assess the abilities of 
the men nominated for the executive offices.
It is obvious certainly that Creston growers 
would have little personal knowledge upon 
which to base their judgment and their vote.
It is equally obvious that growers in the north 
end of the Valley have little personal know­
ledge of nominated men from the south.
There is, moreover, some degree of a 
safety control in the present system. If the 
executive offices are filled by votes of the 
whole grower body, there is a danger of a 
man who is a convincing talker but entirely! 
impractical winning such an election. Under 
the present system, such an individual would 
be more likely to be “screened” by the dclc- 
^ te s  who have a greater opportunity of ass­
essing his abilities.
There is, too, a very real danger that an 
election at large would do much harm to th l 
industry as it would tend to encourage ana 
promote election campaigns. The BCFGA  
election campaigns could develop into real 
donnybrooks which could do much toward 
weakening the organization
We think the RuUand proposal would 
tend to discourage the best jmen in the jn d m |^  
from scckinil-officcr-Theso - pbsitio^ -are riot 
sinecures; They demand jim e and sel^-«acri- 
lice on the part of those who hold tlieni. If 
a man must go down the highways and into 
the byways seeking votes to ensure his elec­
tion, many, many men who could be of great 
service to the industry will hesitate to run. 
They’d conclude the game was not worth the 
candle.
And in addition, one is forced to give 
• some sympathy to the poor grower who would 
have to make some thirty or forty separate 
choices between men. The ballot paper would 
be as long and confusing as the U.S, ballot. 
The result, we are afraid, would generally 
be that he would vote blindly in most cases, 
or, at the best, at his neighbor’s suggestion
The Rutland proposal, in our opinion, 
would lead to confusion, a weakening of the 
BCFGA and a lowering of the calibre of 
men the organization is now able to obtain 
to fill its important but onerous positions. 
’ We hope"the BCFGA Ibcids will tak& a  seri­
ous second look at the Rutland proposal and 
for the good of the industry instruct their 





(SpecUl Comspeodent for the 
Ceurter)
OTTAWA-The Canadian doliu 
hould be ^aged  at n value of 
)0 cents in tjmted States currency, 
rhat is the remedy for cnir eco< 
nomic ills proposed by British 
Columbia's Social Credit premier, 
Hon. W. A. C. Bennett.
fl/y /
M l a v e  m a n
'/ ( ,e ^ e i.o M e n T
While the Socred saviour of ourjereate more Jobs and greater 
Pacific paradise province was prosperity in Canada, Mr. Bennett 
here to attend last week's domin- beUeves. And the simple and ob- 
on-provinclal conference, he talk- vlous way to correct them would 
ed to me of the important prob- be by pegging th* value of our 
lems which vex our dominion: in dollar as being worth 00 U.S.




chiefly of the secondary problems]t r ti l- 







In -New Federal Commons
Canada; and the dream of paj> 
parity with the SUtes would only 
be iwacUcable if our dollar were 
worth a little less than the al­
mighty U.S, dollar. hTnallv, our 
balance of tourism should be re­
versed so that in future U.S. tour­
ist spend more in Canada than 
Canadian tourists spent in the 
States.
Correction of these points would
value of
By ALAN DONNELLY 
Canadian Pfess Staff Writer
OTTAWA (CP)—The new Par­
liament, in action now for seven 
weeks, has Just about completed 
its shakedown cruise. In that per­
iod some key personalities have 
emerged In the Commons.
The undisputed captain of the 
new Progressive Conservative 
government is Prime Minister 
Diefenbaker. He is the strong 
man of the treasury benches and 
on several occasions has stepped 
in with a firm hand when some 
cabinet colleague has shown sign 
of wavering under Opposition 
fire.
His newly-exialted posiUoA, h5LS. 
removed none of his love for a 
lively political fight. The opposit­
ion is willing to oblige. The re­
sult is that the prime minister's
chair has come under sniping fire 
far more, than it did when it was 
held by the more aloof Liberal 
Prime Minister St. Laurent.
Mr. Diefenbaker seems hap­
pier in meeting an attack with 
counterattack, instead of a defen­
sive reply. Almost invariably it is 
done in good humor, and some­
times with shattering effect, 
CAPABLE COLLEAGUES ■
A number of Mr. Diefenbaker’s 
cabinet colleagues have attracted 
notice by displaying a calm, sure 
touch in handling the Opposition. 
So far this has been shown 
mainly during the question period 
at the start pf each day's sitting, 
when Opposition ihembers have a 
chance to grill toe goyprninent on 
questibn¥ large and sinali;
The government house leader. 
Works Minister Green, when in 
opposition was noted as a some-
People who attribute j uvenile delinquen­
cy in the main to abnormal life would do 
well to study some illuminating figures re­
cently published'by the Dominion Bureau of 
Statistics. They represent the results of an 
analytical review of the juvenile court returns 
across Canada for the year 1955.
The conclusion is that the too-readily 
accepted doctrine that broken homes arc 
the primary and chief cause of juveniles going 
' astray is fallacious. A much larger proportion 
of those who wind up in the juvenile court 
for what would be criminal offences come 
from homes that would be described as nor­
mal so far as domestic relations arc con- 
cerned. .
In 1955 a total of 6,542 children under 
16 were dealt with by the juvenile courts. 
Of that number only 1,400 were children 
whose parents were not living together. The 
remainder, almost 80 percent of the total, 
V'cro brought up in homes outwardly norm&l. 
In 90 per cent of the cases the erring juven­
iles were attending school regularly, so that 
school life also could be put down as normal.
That placing the blame for juvenile 
wrong doing on divorce or separation is \a
comfortable delusion is plainly illustrated by 
this report, which goes to confirm conclu­
sions reached 'by many of “those who are in 
direct contact with juvenile problems. Times 
without number the authorities are mystified 
by the bad, often criminally bad, behavior 
of boys and girls who from infancy had been 
given what passes in modern society as a 
“good” upbringing, lacking nothing— except 
perhaps the firm-hand of parental discipline 
and inculcation of the principles of right and 
wrong, not least of which is the right of other 
people.
In these days there is too prevalent a 
tendency to shove onto the schools responsi­
bilities which should be discharged in the 
home, beginning from infancy. If the schools, 
receiving this human material after earlj|
Personally Speaking
By VENERABLE D. S. CATCHPOLE
HEAVENS! WHAT A NOISE!
Like most males, I have always 
liked looking at a pretty woman. 
Like many other people, I like 
pretty pictures. I like nice sounds, 
too; good music, is what I call 
it. There is music which I don't 
understand. Just as there are 
paintings which I don’t under­
stand. I don’t like those paintings 
and I don’t like the unpleasant 
sounds. 'Hie heading of this 
column is a quotation from "My 
Fair Lady” and I echo Henry 
Higgins’ exclamation; but not 
concerning dialects.
When I was married I have a 
hazy recollection that cars follow­
ed toe bridal car making horrible 
noises. When my son was mar- 
drivers ' of
BYGONE DAYS
10 YEARS AGO ' been working at the head of Okn-
December. 1947 jnagan River between thd lake and
In line with toe general in-the bridge where the outlet frony 
crease in toe cost of living, toe
habits of indulgence already have been form-lQ^gp cars^aTwell as the oiie the 
cd, fail to produce young people normal in youth and his bride travelled in, 
the eyes of law, the blame is much less went about 
on them than on the home where the mold- interesUng’̂ b^^
ing process belongs. One is left to ponder, cause my son had just married 
howeyer, what value to place on the modern the daughter of the Chief of Po-
cducationlsts’ theories with respect to day. the pallbearers
gration” and “adjustment" on which so muchL,cre Juk putting toe coffin into 
cmhasis is placed. the hearse after a service In
'church; too hell was tolllrg; and
along cairie one of those wedding 
corteges, honking like mad. They 
inust have seen the cars outside 
the church but toe noise went on. 
We went to toe cemetery and ns 
I said toe words pf committal wo 




Kelowna Creamery Ltd.  ̂ and toe 
l!¥kovicw Dairy today announced 
that too price of milk would-be 
boosted one cent a quart. Milk 
d^lvered to consumers will now 
<^st 17 cents a qwntt'
One of the oldest native sons in 
the district passed oway last 
week, when Victor Borrlo died on 
Wednesday at his home in Win 
field Indian Reserve bfter r 
lengUiy Illness, He was born at 
Okanagan Mission 78 years ago.
to YEARS AGO 
r I December, 1037 
Kelownn’a Board of Trade has 
under ransldoratioa a suggestion 
that the dominion government be 
asked to take over completely the 
tourist roods of toe province.
39 YEARS AO O
December, 1M7 \  
Messrs, C.. Tucker, of East 
Kelowna, and A, K. Loyd, of the 
Belgo. left by CNR yesterday for 
' Vancouver, whew they will makie 
' an extensive exhibit of, fruit at 
the Winter Fair next weeh. The 
shipment which preceded them, 
totsBed 3S0 boxes,
n m a n d  COmlhg fTflril t  Cit .
1 wonder i f  these youtos have 
-  a homslrunK by luck siinhtest Idoa why they urc
sirdt." i K . e s  ? .K % s r c ,„ u .”rv g i;5  3 ; ?  f «
we’re at too point whore we can
only hope more people will /wlHM pcTuniiĵ  sTtUng onTherr horns "and 
their bodies,” he said in an Inter- it sounded as H bedlam had 
vlaw, „  . broken out, When I got to Paris,
He said the shortage is affect- U agreeably surprised. There
ing all universities in the pro-^ns not a sound from any cor. 
vInce. ‘'Twice as many cadavers «  was against the law. I had an 
as we now have available arc idea it was against toe law here, 
needed for adequate teaching and or does one have to lay an In- 
research.” formation before anything is
UNCLAIMED BODIES done?
Dr. Basmojinn said most On- I must sec if I can get a tip 
tarlo medical schools use unclaim- ef too hat from Hotio by suggest­
ed bodies for teaching and re- png a subject for his Inferno. I 
search. All, Unclaimed bodies are think I can vlsuoHw toexartoon. 
required to be turned over to|Thero would bo too devil’s mln-
toey could not evade the full blast 
of noise.
Why noise should be required 
as toe accampaniment for a wed­
ding, I shall never know; and 
why these people, if they want to 
be noisemakers. should not do it 
in the privacy of their homes or 
toe hoine of toe bride or groom},
I shall likewise never know. After 
aU, we are not attending their 
wedding, so why should we be 
afflicted with toe horrible and 
continuous racket? But no one 
doubts this is a day,—or since it 
has been going on for some time, 
an age—when animal spirits ex  ̂
press themselves by going 
screaming about all over toe 
place. Cheery young voices are 
often heard in my neighborhood 
letting out noises like some hell- 
tormented soul, and this around
II tp 12 at night.
Well, Paris may not bo famous 
for its continuity bf government, 
but at least they had had enough 
of nasty noise and they stoppei], 
it. Who knows but what the same 
miracle may happed.here? But 
it won’t so long, as no pne says 
anything, That is, of course, If a 
public nuisance can only bo stop­
ped by dra'iying toe attention bf 
the police to it! There is hardly 
any sound so discordant; as that 
of the automobile horn; effective, 
no doubt, when used to avoid an 
accident; but it has no., place pt 
a wedding. Personally speaking 
that is my opinionl
what grim, needling critic. Now 
he has a soft answer to turn 
away Opposition wrath and uses 
sood-humored wit to win Com­
mons compliance with what the 
government wants to do.
Transport i/^nister Hees has 
won a degree of Opposition ad­
miration by earnest attempts to 
provide information requested 
and by skilful handling of a 
couple of difficult situations. 
TURNED THE TABLES 
One such situation was a threat­
ening fuss over the action of a 
Conservative MP in obtaining the 
dismissal of a temporary govern­
ment employee who had cam­
paigned actively for toe Liberals 
in his constituency.- 
'Mr. Hees did"Some^fast home­
work and came up with chapter 
and verse of several other in­
stances where the Liberal govern­
ment had. done the same thing. 
The matter was quickly dropped.
Justice Minister Fulton and 
Labor Minister Starr are two 
other ministers who have gained 
Opposition respect by apparent 
sincerity and diligence in meet­
ing Opposition queries, 
IMPRESSES IN FRENCH 
Agriculture Minister Harkness, 
handling a big and difficult port­
folio, also has impressed mem­
bers and parliamentary observ­
ers. He has warmed the hearts of 
French-speaking niembers with 
off-the-cuff replies in French. 
’ But a different tack has been 
taken by Finance Minister Flem­
ing. A good share of his blunt 
belligerence as an Opposition 
member has stayed with him. It 
is revealed in caustic replies to 
Opposition queries and in a wil­
lingness to debate an issue a t any 
time, even during the question 
period vfhen argument 1? banned.
Usually too provocation comes 
from hecklers and more than 
once, when Mr. Fleming has shot 
wck a strong reply, he has been 
checked by the Commons speaker.
One outcome of this has been 
that the Opposition fire has been 
centred on Mr. Fleming and, to 
hat extent, his cabinet colleaguef 
la've had an easier time.
exchange 
about 104 U.S. cents, 
ments. | There are several very atbrt^
Mr. Bennett is no rigid adher* live points about tola sweetiy 
ent of the economic principles of simple Socred suggestion.
Social Credit’s Scottish founder. It would make iTS. goods more 
Major Douglas. I would describe expensive to us, and thus would 
him as a pragmatist, willing to automatically tend to correct our 
adapt the philosophy of his poll- trade imbalance by making us 
tics to the practicalities of the cut our purchases from that 
day; and'this is hn honest ap- country. At toe same time, the 
proach, for if poUtlce truly Is the reduced exchange value of pur 
art of toe possible, then to strive dollar would force us to lecB 
for toe Impossible cannot be poll- cheaper suppliers, such as Eur< 
tics. ope and the Commonwealth. Our
OUR INFLATED DOLLAR prices would fall on toe world
The premier’s argument ^
along toese lines; we buytog ®®11
too much from the United States.^® nn
buying more than we can * beneficial effect on
to pay for currently; our export-P" ,-hi.anpr fnr n.
ers who sell for prices quoted in
U.S. dollars are forced to work
to too narrow a margin because
of toe present premium on ®nrP̂ ®®®.
dollar; we should spend naorcHpP*"* ^®®
money buying goods from Brltxln^lj®
and toe Commonwealth and west- **l®"
ern Europe, ^cause toe Canadian «niAw*^
dollars which we would thus Put
into the hands of those <»nntries 8®̂ "
would be returned to us in P®y*  ̂ value of our- ,
ment for extra purchases which \
those countries would make in
OUR DOLLAR M
There are ceftain ’jrj^m erits 
against the .xtep 'proix>Wd , by 
Bennett. Ma^be ne‘ torev/but'the 
suggestion casually as a lunch- 
table conversational opening with­
out meaning it too seriously. But 
it meshes in with certain 'well- 
known monetary beliefs of his 
party, and it- may well be a Ben­
nett idea which has been carefully 
vetted and approved by his skill­
ed financial advisers.
If we had a Royal Commission 
examining the state of our nation­
al economy today, its most signifi­
cant comment — I would wager 
my last shirt — would be that 
many segments of our economy 
are grievously damaged by the 
artificial premium on our dollar. 
It could be that the money which 
is funny is not the Socred money, 
but our phony dollar managed .by 
I Bank of Canada Governor Coyne 
-  did anyone make toe pua 
'Coyne’s coin”?
M R. BROWN WAS 
BROWNED OFF"/ / i
HOPPKINSVILLE. Ky. (AP) 
—Everybody’s wondering who 
started toe big rush at Brown’s 
grocery Friday.
Police said they received a 
call saying a fight had broken 
out at toe neighborhood mar­
ket. At the same time, fire­
men were notified of a blaze 
toer?.
Another call to, a funeral 
hoine sent an ambulance to 
the store.
A patrol car, fire truck and 
ambulance converged in a mat­
ter of minutes.
They were all false alarms.
ont level.
50 YEARS AGO 
December, 1007 '
The British Columbia fruit ex 
hlblt has again won too gold 
medal of the Scottish Horticultural 
Society, besides highest distinc­
tion at other shows,
WORDS OF THE WISE
Civilization is made up of every­
thing that we might get along 
without but would like to have 
—(David C. Coyle)
BIBLE THOUGHT
The Lord Is my Shepherd, 
■hall not want. Psalm 23»l.
A shepherd wrote the greatest 
of all psalms. Aa the lad David 
fed and protccUM his Rock so 
Jehova loves arid protects us, 
David knew his sheep by name. 
He led them to rich pastures and 
calm waters.
Tt»*
k l i W  n i l
dredge has
MORE MIUi:
OTTAWA ICP) -  A report of 
the royal commlsslbn on Can­
ada’s economic prospects fore­
casts Canadiana vnll consume 81 
tier cent more milk in IfiBO than
pound*-of mUk •  year compared 
with 8,800 At present.
!?
medical schools under the Anat- lon» dealing out Justico to voting 
omy Act. but the number recclv- ?»">*»«»»«> wens accustomed, diir- 
cd Is still Insufficient. toelr lifetime, to xound tocir
But the shortage won’t bo al- continually fw half î n h W
lowed to curUll study of »nhtomy jedding p a ^ i i
At iMrovo upoyjt Iho oy wno
....— ------------------had toe habit of sriUng outside
n s n ir  H**® K‘riW cnd’B house and hopk-HAHK sAsswiv, iniij for her to come out; or again
MEEXING CREEK, Alto. (CiP) who considered it a finale to a 
—An all-black coyote, described long good-nighi to honl|: toe hOfn 
by government zoologist* as a rnr-|as they drovo,off at S tir 3 a.m. 
ity, wa* shot by IJoyd Hunter In Justice would bo in the form o! 
thl* area 70 miles southeast of huge Klaxon home sounding off 
Edmonton. OfitclaU said it was | continually for ten toouaand year* 
much larger than other pups In |n toe ear* of these darling* who 
toe same Jitter.  ̂ . ..............were tied in, such a  poelUon
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GOING OVERSEAS?
Keep up to date on Canada by 
regularly reoding
C A N A D A  R E V IE W
Keep in touch with home news —  
sports, finance, politics and current 
events. Conodo W eekly Review —  
the only Canadian paper edited and 
published in Greot Britain is on sale 
at leading hotels and news-stands. 
Fast coble news gives you a weekly 
report on Canadian affairs and hap­
penings.
ON SALE EVERT FklDAT 
AT NEWS AGENTS
everywhere in  th e  t/.K . 
Only (M par «epy
•or locd delivery mall your 
parcels and cords on or before 
D E C E M B E R  f 7 t h ,
Be sure you have the c o rre a l/jo ifo /a d d re ss - '' 
wriie or prin t clearly,
Pack your gills In sturdy carton*, wrap In tpugli 
paper and He securely w ith strong cord, Print 
address, and return addrei* lo^  boili ouiildo 
and  in s id e  p a rce ls . Have your local 
Post O H lco w eigh  your parcril fo r 
co rrec t postage,
Check your Post OHice lor date* on 
m all go ing  to d is ia n i  po ln la .
'I "I
Tl'i ,1-1,"I*
.!■  ' I
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Kelowna Aquatic Aided By Auxiliary 
Sponsor Annual New Years Cabaret
Flans arc Ijclng made Ly the tdvlscd to obtain theirs as early 
AquaUc AssodaUon nnd lhe La-Us wssib'x. Aquatic BaUicom 
(or one o( tlie ‘ ”
Sparkling
dies' Auxiliary 
season’s most colorful 
cvcntsc-thc annual New 
Cabaret.
Tickets wiJi go on sale at Long’s 




gaiety have always been features 
of the event, which this year will 
be convened jointly by Mrs. M.
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Civic Music Group Presents 
Ruth Slenczynska I n Recital
LET'S EAT
Use Of Various Forms Of M ilk  To 
Balance That Home Budget
llv E'iT'.A’ VnirClL^UD 
On ihursda> c.citiug, 'I'vci".- 
ber 28, In the Empress Iheatre, 
the Civic Music Association pre­
sented the first concert of the 
•rrr.rrn ’•• r c r’ ac:t>‘ .-uu’rnc?
i * ' ’ * •* ' '''t-'t
I'V l> : > . v  >c- -
•jf' u j r . t ’-.an-* .;i an ’.fi-a'cry 
’’as I eccrao unjvcr;JV Vn.v.'n 
I Perhaps some u( us who listeacd 
Wt a straage (eeUag of reluctant 
gratitude to her fatiker, uaaatural 
though he u-as.l 
The little lady, wha is just un­
der five feet in height, has a 
command of the keyboard that is 
amazing. She has tremendous 
power, perfect relaxation and 
ease in playing. In the matter of 
interpretation one may perhaps 
take exception to some Rubato in 
Beethoven, considerable "spread­
ing” of the hands in slow playing, 
and occasional doses of unchang­
ed pedal which did not seem justi­
fied.
ORGAN-LIKE SONORnY 
The "Chromatic Fantasia” and 
“Fugue” of Bach was impressive 
and the tone at times organ-like 
in sonority, and the entire work
Wis s(.hc!ai!y in vcifcnur'ce 'LiW v.ty. The lovely artistty of 
■‘iwo IUt;;.u-.:'j«oha "Souiis '..i!.’. ’ * v
Words'* Included the aujjvncv wuh her 'H) v-n,;! .1
Spinning ilw?. ^.hic^ was ,h I'n* ’.n«t
off’ delighi(t-’’r . irzr.e, v.hivh ' -.r: !''• r -."1 c!;.
The i'vrt urev :n rt 'f  fin' nr.v !t (■•i';*'* t i be.
m C Miner'.i y*'-." a ' ’-’V-. I'v .\lexander
l i rt’-.'i*
util
v-e* ;;lv.'n .% n.v.,. Lt'rrri, v ’i'ch aln'osi n’vscsr^
It’s the milk bill that often 
swamps the food budget.
But as milk is of primary im­
portance in the diet for almost
t  /tryo-at, it is tr. essential food.
'aj lis: i: iirs:,o.'; your sr-ipplrg
cndH'ci'. 'vhieh -.va* ,'i as a breathing snare between 
events, we were launched into 
.■ '. I ’stions on a "Theme ot 
^oganinl” by iT .w  birzt. Here 
we had what is termed come* 
times, a planistic "dlsplav of fire* 
worka". The wenderhil teebnkiua 
of the artist was more than equal 
to the prodigious task, and it 
anRcarcd to present no unusual 
difficulties to her.
ati'fy'r.i^. The ;'deyl' r«'mained 
xtdr.cd llueugbevt, \.')kl' feud­
ed to hide the dynamics uf the 
middle section. 'Ihe Rondo waa 
played at a high speed, and with 
a virtuosity that is net called fee 
by the composer,
Those who do not care for the 
music of Bela Bartok as a rule, 
could not fail to find pleasure in
the Roumanian Folk Dances'ENTHUSIASTIC' ENCORE 
which opened the second half of! She was cnthuslasUcnlly recnll-
the programme. They were capU 
vating.
Following the "Prelude in A 
Flat Major" op. 28. No. 17. of 
Chopin, we heard that master’s 
"Scherzo in E. Major” No. 4, op. 
S4. and in the. opinion of this 
writer, the highlight of the eve­
ning was reached and remained 
there. It was dazzling as it sang, 
sparkled and danced on its beau
cd three times, and obliged by 
playing the Schuman "Trau- 
mcrel” , Chopin "Etude in G. 
Flat Major (the "Black Key" 
Etude), and finally tho great "La 
Campanclla" by Liszt, and with 
that, the audience was content.
At the close of the recital Miss 
Slenczynska was presented with 
a spray of red roses by Lady-of- 
the-Lake Heathcf Watson.
chopped celery and 1 tsp. pow­
dered Italian herbs. Stir in Vt c. 
pearled barley. Boil rapidly 5 
min. Simmer-boil 1 hr.
Add 1 pkg; frozen mixed vege­
tables. Eri.".g to a boil; boil 20
list. 'I'htn picn hov/ to gat iha I min.
most milk for your money. | Cabinet Puddb:'?; Add 1 ibsn
Use the different forms of milk 
for various purposes.
IT COSTS LESS 
Get homogenized Vitamin D 
milk for the children to drink. 
If the budget is short, use recon-
unflavored gelatin to Vj c. ct, 
water. Stir into 2LA c. soft cus­
tard made by the recipe previ­
ously given in this column. Add 
1 tsp. orange and U tsp. brandy 
extract.
i '■ v'* |l
'S
Spark Of Humor 
Doubtless. Helped 
Considerably, Too!
CALGARY (CP) — Mr. and 
.Mrs. Dauid L. Knoll oC Jalgr-ry. 
celebrating tlvelr 60th v/eddlng 
I an.niversar.?, have worked out a 
common forrr.uki for .n happy 
marriage and a long life.
twir
Ing. It costs abobf Blft'as mdcH 
as fresh milk and is used in in­ cherries and cut
LADY-OF-THE-LAKE BAKES A CAKE
Lady-Of - The - Lake Heather 
Watson carefully puts the cake 
she’s just mixed for Saturday 
afternoon’s Junior Hospital Aux­
iliary bake sale, in the oven. 
Naturally, "Mother”, M rs .
Lome Watson, as sale convener, 
watches just as carefully, for 
she feels responsible for the 
quality of this cake, as well as 
for the other special Christmas 
goodies that will be on sale at
the third annual event sponsored 
by the auxiliary. 'The sale will 
open Saturday, December 7, at 
2 p.m. in O. L. Jones Furniture 
Store.
AT WINFIELD
i Friends Honor 
I W infield Couple 
On Anniversary
WINFIELD — Friends and 
relatives gathered Friday to 
honor Winfield residents, Mr. and 
-Mrs. Frank Holitzki.on the occa­
sion of their silver, iwedding anni­
versary. .
The Holitzki’s held open house 
during the afternoon, and in the 
evening were given a surprise 
party by more than thirty friends, 
who presented many lovely gifts. 
Among guests were their son 
and daughter-in-law, Mr, and 
V irs . Paul Holitzki of Kelowna; 
Hr. and Mrs. J. Mohart of Bay­
ard, Saskatchewan; Mrs. M. 
Youngblut of Oliver, and Mr. and 
Mrs. J. Klepsh of Kamloops.
Mr. and Mrs. Holitzki were 
married in Rutland in 1932 by 
Rev. Father Jensen. They resided 
In that community until 1944 
when they moved to Winfield.
Friends of Mr. R. P,' White 
wish him well. Mr. White is pres 
ently a patient in Kelowna Gen­
eral Hospital. ^
Mr. and Mrs. Ernie Gill, for 
merly of Winfield who moved 
some time ago to Quesnel, have 
returned t o . the Okanagan and 
will take up residence at Kel­
owna.
Famous last words: "Don’t 
worry—he’ll stop. I ’ve got the 
r ig^t of way."
peb <4uart^Vft^slv milk and con­
tains all the elements except fat.
'The intelligent xise of the vari­
ous forms of milk can cut the 
milk bill from 20 to 30 per cent.
TOMORROW’S DINNER 
Barley Vegetable Soup 
Veal Goulash Paprika Potatoes 
Spinach Casino 
Cabinet Pudding with 
Red Cherry Sauce 
Coffee or Tea Milk
All measurements are level; 
recipes proportioned to serve 
4 to 6.
Barley and Vegetable Soup: To 
6 c. rapidly boiling water, add 6 
bouillon cubes or 5 tsp. bouillon 
powder, Vi c. chopped onion, Vi c.
mgerate 4
Unmoid. Serve with red cherry | 
Sauce.
B,ed Cherry Sauce: In a IVi-pt.l 
saucepan, thoroughly mix 1 tbsp, 
cornstarch, 1/3 c, sugar, Vi tsp. 
salt and 1 tsp. fine-grated orange 
rind. Stir in a Vi a (1 lb.) can 
watei^acked, pitted sour redl 
cherries and Vi c. orange quice. 
Cook-stir imtil boiling. Simmer ( 
3 min. Add Vi tsp. brandy ex-| 
tract.
Sweeten the remaining half can | 
of cherries to use as is.
TRICK OF THE CHEF
Season canned spinach with a | 
soupcon garlic powder and l l  
tbsp. tomato puree.
IDENTIFIED AS HONEYMOONERS
Philippe Langlois and his 
bride, the former quintuplet 
Cecile Dionne, act like any 
other newlyweds as they dine
out during their honeymoon 
stop In New York. 'They are 
en route to California.
MARY HAWORTH'S MAIL
Mrs. Knoll, a healUty Si, wa$
botti ill CkilUiigwood. Ont ; Mr. 
Knoll at Anvil, Pa. They manied 
in 1897 at Winfield, Kan.
Married life took them from 
Kansas to Oklahoma and in 1911 
to Alberta and a farm in the Mor- 
rin district. Mr. Knoll took many 
prizes for purebred cattle and 
race horses.
The four children they raised 
were present for their diamond 
: ubUee. Greetings came from 
Queen Elizabeth', Prime Minister 
Diefenbaker, Lieutenant Gover­
nor J. J, Bowlen, and Premier E. 
Manning.
* »
Novel Aprons From Terry Towels 
Help Keep Hands Softer
Possessive Suitor Insults G irl's 
Friends; Is Marriage Advisable?
By ELEANOR BOSS i ^ y  footprints when the cM -kave t^ p r S ^ th ^ m ^ r i t e ^ s e r -  
Gold weather is harder on the|dren clamber into bed. lioui.discussion, I  I  am a
hands, ^ e  fact that we’re doing HEATED BLANKETS I girl i 19, blond (attractive and
more cooking and working around! Have, you even slept under anlp^*®^^» told), and fun to be 
the house at this season doesn t electric blanket? with — except that my steady
help hands any, either. On a cold n(ght it’s pure hn«g [boy friend doesn’t think so. He
Do you rub your damp, hands even if you’re not the Droverbiaifis a clean-living generous boy, 
on.your apron? Or, worse, do_3^ shivering soul. Just one l i g h t - ^  fairly well-to-db family. But 
ever forget and find^yoursell weight blanket, that’s all that’s’ is very jealous of everyone I
to keep you warmer thi ig know — girls and boys alike, 
apron, as y ^  do &eJast-mmute yog. would be under a load of He is so possessive that he 
fixing on p a ^  refreshiM plain, unheated coverings. openly insults friends we’ve both
To help solve this problem, you if you’ve ever been uncertain known a long time. He charges 
can ̂ purchase aproM w i t h ^ s n a j ^ t j j e  advantages of a blan-m e with flktlng and running 
on towels. You may prefer t o ^ ^ a r m t h ,  just tiy  around when I  don’t see him—
You can regulate its warmth which isn’t true. I am friendly, 
2® • iv u to suit yourself and the tempera-but I wouldn’t call it flirting;
If the latter IS the case, chcMseUgfc  ̂ ^oo. and I have no desire for other
some of those colored terry cloth m a n y  SIZES boy friends, as I am so mixed
hand towels, ^w ^a strip of snaps There are double-width blan* up right now that I  don’t-taow 
along the right side of the apronUjcts with dual controls for each whicA way to turn, '
Automatlc blankcts Brc He expects me to be nice to 
!fy sizes to fit any bed. |him. But how can I, when he^is
forever insulting me with these 
accusation, and actually cries
\
SANTA GLAUS ON A SPUTNIK
Keeping up with the missile 
age, one of Tokyo’s leading 
shops on the famed Ginza Strip 
— the Matsuya Department 
store — has bedecked its win­
dows with lavish yuletide dec­
orations, including Kris Kringle 
himself riding into town on 
Sputnik. The satellite model is 
in the main lobby of the store.
els are needed for each apro". 
When a  towel is soiled, just snap 
it off and snap on another. The 
towels are easily washed. No iron­
ing’s'needed.
Out shopping for cold-weather 
sleeping togs for the toddler set?
Very sensible is a slumber job 
with “built - in” plastic - soled 
bootees. They
Live A t Carmi
I'when I tell him I don’t want to 
see him again unless he conquers 
this jealousy. Out of pity I go 
out ^ t h  him again; and I do 
like him very much except for 
this possesslveness:------, The marriage of Mr. Rossi„ ,  , ,
machine - wash Ryder and Miss Anne Gertnide History of Anxiety 
with the greatest of ease. As an Hartrlck, both of Kelowna, took I was in the hospital two 
added attraction, the plasUc soles place at the residence of the offl- months ago — laid up for six 
can be wiped qlean with a sudsy elating minister, Rev. D. M. weeks with neurotic anxiety, 
cloth, as is needed. This prevents Perley, Water St., Saturday, which I’m subject to, the doctor 
sheets from getUng soiled with|November 30, at 3:30 p.m. said. And quarrels with John
Attendants were Mr. and Mrs. M̂ on’t help.
Gordon Tucker, R.R. 3 Kelowna. We’ve known each other four 
The young couple will make their years and have been going steady 
home in Carmi, where Mr. Ryder the past 10 months. There is talk
is employed in the sawmlU.
\
of marriage between us; and he 
plans to give me a very expen­
sive cedar chest for Christmas 
I don’t know if I should accept 
it or not, in view of how I feel. . .
I certainly don’t want to waste 
my life — or his. All this discord 
seems so unnecessary; and is 
driving me to a, nervous break­
down. Please let me hear from 
you. E. L.
Each A Problem
DEAR E. L.t Weighing the ad
/
ixhibit O f Pastels In 
.ibrary Until Dec. 14
I's
AT RUTLAND
Women's Fed. A t 
Rutland To Ship 
Clothes To Korea
RUTT[.AND — Plans were made 
I to collect clothing for shipment 
to Korea at the Womens’ Federa­
tion of the United Church monthly 
meeting, Donations arc to be left 
at the manse or tho church.
"United Nations’’ was the topic 
chosen by gucstrspeoker Mrs. 
T. F. McWIUlams of Kelowna, 
Over 1200 was realized aa net 
profit of the recent turkey supiw:
visabiUty of marrying John, you 
say (in your letter here con­
densed) that he would want you 
to live in the country with his 
folks. 'Vl^ereas you’d want him 
to move into town, so you two 
could be alone — and he rejects 
that idea.
You m e n t^  further that he’ 
n  line to inherit his father’; 
business some day, and mean­
time has a fairly good income 
as an electrician, which gives 
hiih a measure of Independence.
So why does he cling , to the 
country? Probably for the same 
reason that makes him destruc­
tively Jailous. .
I think you would be sticking 
your head into a noose of sorts 
if you were to marry this lad — 
who has so little self-assurance 
that he feels betrayed at the 
very thought of being compared 
to others, in your daily rounds 
That’s why he tries to eliminate 
competition; why he fears, re 
sents and insults your friends 
as if all were enemies, wrecking 
his campaign for your love, 
Girl’s Q ree^
For Adulation
This same lack ot self-confi­
dence blocks him from moving 
out into life, beyond his parents’ 
bailiwick. And there’s nothing 
you can do to dig him out of his 
hysteric fixation that he is no 
good. Rather, help for yourself 
consists in getting at the inside 
personal cause of your chronic 
anxiety neurosis.
Probably you cling io John 
despite his self-damaging behav­
ior (which cripples your life also) 
mainly because you ore an inor­
dinately self-loving person, hence 
crave extremely worshipful treat­
ment from n boy friend. This you 
get from John, but at a ruinons 
price; and while you rebel a t tho 
price, nevertheless you still feel 
that you can't quite do . without 
his crazy adulation.
As for guidance — obviously 
the sensible course Is to recog­
nize that you are throwing your­
self away on John; and that he 
is altogether a blight in your life, 
So break off the association.) And 
if necessary, get psychiatric or 
ip in hitting , the stride 
fly resilient young 
people, who don’t want or expect 
08 much spiling and pamprlng 
d John require.
M. H
An exiiibit ot pastel paintings 
by Irvine Adams, of Summerland, 
is being shown in the board room 
ot the re^ohal library at present, 
and will remain there until Oe* 
cemberl4.
Famous last words: "If he 
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and bazaar, a reprt given at 
I meeting rioted.
Mrs. Jack Wanless.rctumcd last 
I week from an extended yisit to 
I tho O ast. While- in Vancouver, 
she visited t relatives. -
EAST-WEST GIRLS ADDED-COLOR TO-GRID iClASSIC.
'■ . ' ' ' * * ■ ' F 'i .
/  A 'llUle tug it-.Indulged,In 
hero by;Maurcen Flm ij.atleft,' 
^ imt. iiiMa iaombw,
• andC j iv in ' Swayi;e. Mist Hom- 
over-the, cov*
,cled Grey-Cup, which has been 
wzm by;the west for the part 
i th ip  yoairki Strangelfy cnouri>«. 
llninlUon -WAs tlie last eastern- 
/teara.to.grab It.bcfore'Edmola-
ton Eskimos'took pMseision., 
iWhrii Ctovcmor^Jfneml • l^ r l  
iOrey|(i)«vMaiied,l^;gup In HKjO,-; 
.he! couldn't'psslbly ,hova, fore-1 
'seen • tho “ razzle-dazzle .-airt
By iVERA WINiraON .
Foshl<m and function combine,. , ,
Inowhere better,.than In,today’a Rutland,'High-School "Future 
(raincoats. Citlled^fipm the'.latestlFarmers'’ ipn iorcd  a wellV 
crop,* a n lte ’ctidice for.‘lhb teAvw]atfen(l^ skating p r ty  at Kel
cler is this ralnVwt,wiUiia;detach* ' —  * '------“■* *------
able' hood. lt\ls ' o f  wool Jersey''whooprdc^dojwMph‘Woul(l*grip t hoo I W ^ iW’ r s ^
CanadAevery Ume.the,cut> waa made.wateH‘cp«nent,.-A knit,cm- (he'airen^ will,be held a i^ n  < 
’compUUoo,(t Meanbhile, „ lar of - * riye v ,lh t , wji
hkvc * become*, ardent; .1 flapped .patch 'ppkris^aindjofelisl-tef- when different .school- du’ 
^svpt>^rg'oL;the'.gatne,^'.. v . . . jbutnman>r(Wtde;ipter(tsllnig,<U:taU.act a*-i 
T .' ■' ^ 'i' :V' -’ll'' ■' ■' V ‘
dwna Memnriht Arena' la s t; Fri 
di^evenlnf. ’’Rutland Night’’ at 
ap ha ni - iptjin on
chibs
spnsors.
Dad Is t l i e  Capfaln
This Christmas Give Him 
OLDSriCE 
from ,
,(^ s . Drugs
. , ' l a ' l ^ l ^ a  
»lsl^al»;|i>r,I^Uvery,;
m KKKm m k
swootdr 
(rathor flavor 
— b a it  
fo r o il.yo u r 
bok(fl0
' ■ r ■ 6 , !'■ I'
t
■>»fl
so YOU DIDN'T POT A  DEER?
TRY YOUR LUCK AT A  TURKEY
Nimrods who didn’t make the grade during the deer 
season may still bring home the bacon by getting lucky at 
the turkey shoot at Sportsmen's Field Sunday, Dec. 8, 
starting at 10:30 a.m.
Staged by the Kelowna and District Rod and Gun O ub ,‘ 
the day will include trap, rifle, pistol and lucky shot com­
petitions, and all contestants will be grouped according to 
their several abilities.
Habs Still Hold 
Lead And Stats
Coach Hal Tarala's Penticton' The Packers will he withoutifeeling Intermittent pain the 
Vees will bo without tlic services the durable rushing power of knee, and may have to bo opc^ 
of Eddie Diachuk. chunky right left-winger Moc Young, who ated on again, 
winger, when he meets Jack [Injured his leg on Saturday night 
O'ReiUv’s Packers in the Memor- and will be out for a few games,
lal Arena tonight at 8. j  ii ^
The blocky right winger, prop- Al Schaefer has been side-lined 
erty of the Detroit chain, was also, with his knee kicking up 
suspended for five games as the on him. The blocky young home- 
result of a fracas in Penticton brew left winger Injured Ms knee 
when he attacked the prostrate last season and aggravated the 
figure of Kamloops Chiefs Dick Injury during the ball season, ne- 
Warwlck with his sUck, breaking cessitating an operation^for ten- 
It in the action. 'don removal. Lately, he had been
MONTREAL (CP)— Montreal’s was scored on 13 times in his last
monotonous monopoly on the Na­
tional Hockey League’s top posi­
tions still holds good, with only 
Gordie Howe of Detroit threaten­
ing the Canadien scorers.
Howe scored a goal and an as­
sist as Detroit split games with 
New York Rangers to tie Mont­
real Canalens’ out - of - action 
Maurice "Rocket” Richard for 
fourth place with 23 points.
Howe vaulted past New York's 
Andy Bathgate, who went polnt- 
Icss.
The big move during the week­
end was made by big Montreal 
centre J e a n  Beliveau, who 
slammed in a total of three goals 
and two assists to come within a 
point of league - leading Henri 
Pocket Rocket Richard, a team­
mate and fellow-centre.
The Pocket Rocket is the 
league’s best goal-scorer wjth 14 
goals among his 30 points.
Dickie Moore of Montreal had 
goal and an assist to hold third 
place with 25 points. 
CANADIEN8.0N TOP 
The Canadiens regained the 
NHL lead from New York Rang­
ers whom they lead by three 
points. The Canadiens have" won 
14, lost four and tied three games.
Chicago Black Hawks, third at 
the start of the week with 18 
points, were back Into the famil 
iar cellar. Boston held third place 
with 22 points. Toronto fourth 
with 20. and Detroit fifth with 19 
Montreal’s J  a c a u e s Plante 
umped from fourth place. to a 
league-leading goals against av­
erage of 2.17 this week. He took 
over too spot from New York’s 
Gump Worsley, now replaced by 
Marcel Paille. . , ,
Chicago’s Glenn Hall, third be 
hind Worsley and Paille last week
two games, and sank to fourth 
with an average of 2.65. He 
leads in shutouts with four.
THE LEADERS
G A Pts
H. Richard, MU. ... 14 16 30 11
Beliveau, MU ........  11 18 29 32
Moore. MU, . . . . . . . .  9 16 25 20
M. Richard, MU. 
Howe, Detroit . . . .  
Horvath, Boston .. 




M ISS GREY CUP TITLE GOES WEST FOR SIXTH TIME
The west started the Grey Cup 
campaign with victory in Uie 
beauty contest when  ̂Carol Ann 
Lucas, 18, centre, of Burnaby,
B.C!, became Miss Grey Cup. 
CongratulaUng her are runners- 
up Miss Calgary Stampeder and
Miss Golden Bear. ̂ Carol was 
the sixth westerner to win the 




11 12 23 
9 14 23 10
11 11 22 14
8 13 21 13 
7 14 21 16
12 8 20
9 11 20 33
Vees Seeking W in  
Over Packers Here
GEORGE INGLIS —  SPORTS EDITOR
TUES. DEC. 3i 1957 THE DAILY COURIER
i
MONTREAL (CP)—SomeT.OOOFloyd Busher Curry of Mont- or the vital statisUcs of Marilyn
sportsmen from various parts of 
Canada gathered at the Montreal 
Sportsmen’s Association annual 
banQuet Monday night to honor 
outstanding athletes and prom­
inent sports per sonallUes. ^  
Bar O’Meara, columnist and 
recenUy reUred sports editor of 
the Montreal Star, was this year s 
guest of honor. ^
” Awards. cerUflcntes and scrolls 
were presented to outstanding 
athletes In hockey, football, fast 
ball, fencing, track and field, 
■wlmmlng, baskctbalN and just 
about every other sport. 
ATHLETES OF YEAR 
Maurice Rocket Richard. Na­
tional Hockey League’s all-time 
scoring king, and Buddy Athlson, 
coach of a Montreal fastball 
team that went to the last rounds 
of the fastball world series, were 
honored as athletes of the year.
real Canadiens’ accepted the
James
award for Richard, who was un­
able to attend.
Dick Shatto of Toronto Argo­
nauts was given the Jeff Russell 
Memorial Trophy as most valu­
able and sportsman-like player In 
the Big Four Football Union.
Gratton O’Leary, president of 
the Ottawa Journal, and former 
employer of O’Meara  ̂ before Bai 
moved to Montreal for 29 years 
at The Star, was guest speaker, 
Mr. O’Leary said he felt the 
younger generation does not pay 
as much attention to good clean 
six>rts ns it should,
ALL GOING SOFT
"Perhaps we are all going a bit 
soft,’’ he said. "With our boys In 
leather jackets and our girls In 
leather jeans listening to erotic 
music in smoke-flllcd restaurants 
wo are not going to build up the 
strength of our nation.
"We can’t bring up a nation on 
comic strips, bust measurements
MONTREAL (CPV -  Winnipeg 
halfback Gerry James did not 
rbalUe.hla right hand was broken 
in Saturday’s Gfey Cup contest 
against Hamilton Tlgcr^nts unti 
after the game, coach Bud Grant 
of the Blue Bombers said today.
Grant, here to coach, the Wei 
In next Saturday's Shrine Bow 
garpe, said X'W®,
In V Tbronto hospital disclosed 
jfaihes had two broken bones on 
the hack of the hand. ,
James made four fumblcfi as 
the ’Heats crushed the Bom^rs 
si-T In 'Toronto. He Is left-handed.
"Gerry came off In the first 
Quarter overyono on tho 
bench saw his hand was swollen, 
but he wasnT complaining, 
Grant skid In a telephone inter­
view. "Wo knew that he had hurt 
It, but we could only suspect It 
was that bad."
Monroe. That Is the kind of thing 
too many of our youth are read 
Ing today.’’
He said some older-generatlon 
persons frowned on athletes as al­
most mental defectives, but many 
sports greats were outstanding 
scholars and statesmen. 
MONTREAL LEFT OUT 
Mayor Sarto Fournier said he 
had attended the Grey Cup game 
In Toronto and would be ashamed 
If, before he completed his thfee- 
year term of office, Montreal was 
not placed on the same level as 
Toronto and Vancouver for the 
staging of such spectacles.
'The association presented 
certificate of merit to Montreal 
Star sportswrlter Myrtle Cook 
McGowan, the first time in Its 
25-year history a woman has won 
the award.
The award was partly for her 
newspaper work but mainly for 
her coaching and development of 
girls’ track and field teams.
Pocket Rocket 
Is Side-
Tight way to 
1 always drive
\ ’o\i know thU 
drive, but do you 
that wav? Trv It during Safe- 
Driving Week, Dec., I-T, and every 
week.',. '
CyiTAWA (CP)—Henri Pocket 
Rocket Richard of Montreal Can- 
adlcna, the National Hockey 
league’s leading Indlvk unl scor­
er, has Joined his older brother 
Maurice on the hriury shelf.
Henri suffered a knee hemor­
rhage Monday night In nn exhihl 
tlon game against IluU-Oltawa 
Junior Canadiens, the NHL club’s 
farm team, played to open old 
dally the new 1500,000 hockey 
orena in neighboring Hull, Quc. 
Canadiens won 6-1.
The injury Is believed to hove 
occurred when Henri tangled 
along the boards with team-mate 
Bob Turner, ope of four Cana- 
diens payers loaned to the Baby 
Habs for .the exhibition. 
Following x-ray exsmlnatl(^n 
Dr. J. S. Makhanl of Ottawa Ocn 
cral Hospital, where Henri was 
taken pttcr the game, diagnosed 
the Injury as hemarphrosli— 
hemorrhage—In the loft knee 
He said he was unable to pre 
diet how long: the Injury would 
keen the Pocicel Rocket opt of 
hockey. "" '' < .
Dr. Makhanl said the new in- 
ury seemed to have no connec 
lion with a previous Injury to the 
.same knee.
Tlie Pocket Rocket, In a second- 
period tangle with Turner along 
the boards, banged the knes 
heavily agalnut the boards as ho 
fell. He went off the Ice after 
the Injury, but played another 
shift In the same period, 
BROTHER ALSO OUT 
Henri's brother, Maurice Roc­
ket Richard of Canadiens suffer­
ed n severe cut to hla right 
achlUos tendon from the skate of 
Toronto defenceman Marc RCa- 
umc! in a Nov, 13 NHL game at 
Tbronto and 1s ftot expected back 
In action until the middle of this 
month.
Despite his lengthy layoff, the 
Rocket still holds fourth place In 
the NHL scoring race with 23 
points.
At the time of Henri’s Injury 
last night, the Pocket Rocket was 
top scorer with 30 iwlnts, one 
Int ahead of team-mate Jean
PHILADELPHIA (AP — The 
Southwest Conference produced 
the top two choices in the Na­
tional FootbaU League’s partial 
draft session Monday as toe Chi­
cago Cardinals selected King Hill, 
standout Rice quarterback, and 
big John Crow, power - running 
fullback of Texas A and M.  ̂
Hill, rugged .210 - pound all- 
around athlete who led the Rice 
Owls to the Southwest Conference 
title and a New Year’s Day Cot­
ton Bowl date with Navy, was the 
bonus choice of Cardinals’ coach 
Ray Richards. . „  j
In the regiilar draft, the Card­
inals, first because of their last 
place . standing, selected Crow, 
the “bread and butter” back of 
the Texas Aggies.
Commissioner Bert Bell pres­
ided over his third annual early 
draft session designed to give 
NFL teams an bpoortunity to 
compete on eoual footing? with 
early-drafting Canadian clubs for 
American footbpll talent.
FOUR ROUNDS 
The 12 NFL clubs completed 
four rounds of their annual 30- 
round draft. The balance will be 
held at the league’s annual meet­
ing In January.
In the first round, Los Angeles 
and San Francisco each obtained 
two players as they cashed in ex­
tra draft choices acaulred In pre- 
vious trades. The Hams, 
Washington’s first turn, picked 
Lou Michaels, bruising Kentucky 
tackle, and In Its own turn named 
Jim PhlUips. -Auburn end. San 
Francisco, armed with Plus 
burgh’s first spot, selected Jim 
Pace, Michigan back, and In its 
own right grabbed Charles Krue­
ger, Texas A and M tackle.
Green Bay, selecting second 
under the pro system in which 
the clubs draft from l»st 
went for Dan Currie, Michigan 
State centre. Other first - round 
choices were Walt Kownlw-k, 
Michigan State back, by the Phll- 
adelohla Engles; Charles Howlcv. 
West Virginia ilunrd. by the Chi­
cago Bears; Alex Karras, Iowa 
tackle, by Detroit; Lon Lyles, 
speedy T^\ilsvlllc back, bv B alt- 
more; Phil King, VanderWH back 
by New York. an<1 Jim Shofnci, 





MILAN, Italy (AP) — Gazetta 
Dello Sport, Milan’s widely-circu 
lated sport newspaper, Monday 
blamed decisions of international 
and Italian racing commissions 
for the withdrawal of the famed 
Maserati firm from automobile 
racing.
The Maserati racing stable, 
winner of this year’s world cham­
pionship, was disbanded in a sur­
prise announcement Sunday. Its 
drivers — world champion Juan 
Manuel Fangio of Argentina, 
Jean Behra of France, Harry 
Schell of the United States and 
Gieorgio Scarlatti of Italy — were 
released.
Maserati gave no reason for its 
withdrawal. Later a top official of 
the company said the main rea 
son was financial but he jabbed 
at the Federation Internationale 
De I’Auto FIA, which controls 
world racing.
Gazetta’s racing expert, Gio­
vanni Canestrini, who also is an 
internationally-known racing offi­
cial, said the action did not sur 
prise him “after the decisions 
adopted in Paris by the interna­
tional sport commission last Oc­
tober.’’
Canestrini said that FIA had 
gut engine capacity to 3,000 cc, 
effective**Jhnuary 1958, and re­
duced the minimum for sport cars 
from 2,000 cc to l,500cc.
These were two decisions that 
directly damaged Maserati,’ he 
said. "We always maintained that 
it  was impossible for Maserati to 
re-design and re-make its racing 
models for the 1958 season on 
such short notice.
Tired Warriors 
W ilt In Third
By The Canadian Press
Six games in eight nights 
caught up with the Western 
Hockey League Winnipeg War­
riors in the third period Monday.
Edmonton Flyers and the War­
riors were square at three goals 
apiece until the third. Then Gor­
die Hannigan, Gerry Melnyk and 
Bill McNeill connected and made 
the final score 6-3 for the visiting 
Flyers.
McNeill, who had scored twice 
earlier, turned the hat trick while 
Len Lunde notched toe other goal 
for Edmonton. George Ford, Earl 
Ingarfield and Gordie Redahl an­
swered for Winnipeg.
The Flyer win moved them 
within three points of the leading 
Warriors in the WHL’s Prairie 
division. There was no other ac­
tion Monday.
Tonight Seattle plays in Van­
couver and Calgary hosts Saska- 
toon-St. Paul Regals.
FOLK SUSPENDED 
Ford and Ingarfield gave the 
tiring Warriors a 2-0 first period 
lead in Monday’s game. Lunde 
and then McNeill scored for the 
Flyers but Redahl put the War­
riors one up with their last goal 
of the game. McNeill tied the 
count again setting the stage for 
Flyers’ prolific finale.
in Vancouver it was announced 
Monday that Bill Buster Folk, 
Canucks’ well coopered rea^ 
guard, wUl sit out the next game 
played in Victoria.
; Folk drew a match penalty, 
which carries an automatic $50 
fine, for high-sticking Cougars’ 
Pat Egan Saturday night. The
game suspension followed a meet­
ing between referee Scotty Mor­
rison and WHL President .̂ Al 
Leader.
A win for the Americans In 
Vancouver tonight would give 
them second place in the Coast 
division. Should Calgary knock
The Vees will probably be play­
ing like every game was their 
last from now on, since they are 
two full iiames behind toe third- 
place Vernon Canadians, and will 
have to do some tall climbing to. 
get out of the cellar.
The Packers aro one game 
ahead of the Chiefs, and will also 
be trying to stretch their lead In 
the next three games, with to­
night’s game against the cellar 
club, and next weekend’s home- 
and home series against toe third- 
place Vernon Canadians,
HOME AND HOME 
On Friday night they travel to 
the birth-place of Okanagan 
hockey.
Tarala has been reported as 
having travelled to the coast to 
look over the player situation, and 
nothing has been disclosed about 
the results of toe trip, although 
he may come up with something 
tonight.
Less than two weeks remain 
for player-juggling by the four 
OSHL mentors, with Sunday, Dec. 
15, the deadline date for declar­
ing the team rosters, and jelling 
toe rosters.
Coach O'Reilly is still not en­
tirely set on his linc-up, although 
the showing by Greg Jablonski on 
the third line left-wing spot lately 
has been vastly better than his 
last year’s performance. The soot 
haij been the only one in question 
for the bulk of toe season, with 
several players tried for toe spot.
The Vees have only beaten toe 
Packers once on home ice so far. 
but they have proven to be a thorn 
in the side with their scrambly, 
husling style of hockey.
Tonight’s game will be a flying 
hockey match, with all stops out.over toe Regals it will move into 
third place, eight points back of | and both clubs trying for the win.
Edmonton. |~ ,-------
WHALES TRAPPED ON LAND 
MELBOURNE (CP)—A school 
of nearly 1̂00 black whales be­
came stranded on the coast of 
Port Welshpool nearly 12 miles 
from here in the Gippsland dis­
trict of Victoria. It Is thought the 
school, which had been feeding 
off the coast for several days, 
may have been driven ashore by 
high tides and gale-force winds. 
One landed on a roadway above 
a three-foot wall.
Bolstered Cellar Dwellers 
Meet Russian Club Tonight
KINGSTONN, Ont. (CP)—A Ca-
Paterson's Next 
May Be Oversells
NEW YORK (AP) -F loyd Pat­
terson’s manager said Monday 
night there Is a "distinct iwaslbll- 
ity’’ the world heavyweight 
champion iriay defend his llllo in 
Englnrul, Manager Cus d Afnnto 
declined to name an opponent or 
tlmei , * . . . .
n»o manager, who itl feuding 
with the International Boxing 
aub , has stated that Patterson 
would not fight for the IBC or 
any fighters connected in any 
way wlto the IBC. _________  ’
poi
Bellvitau.
nadian trainer travelling with the 
Moscow Selects, touring Soviet 
hockey team, advises Whitby 
Dunlops to embark on a condi­
tioning program similar to that 
of the Selects.
Harry Williams, 37-year-old 
Toronto chiropractor who spe 
cializes in treatment of athletic 
injuries, said if the Dunlops 
"would embark on as rigorous a 
conditioning program as the RuS' 
.<iians it would greatly Increase 
their chr/ce of winning in Oslo."
He referred to the world hoc­
key championships to be played 
in the Norwegian capital later 
this winter. The Dunlops will 
represent Canada.
Williams, who left his private 
practice for two weeks to travel 
with the Russians, has had 19 
years’ experience with football, 
baseball, lacrosse ana hockey 
teams, ranging from high school 
to the National Hockey League. 
TOP CONDITION 
He said: "Without a doubt the 
Russians are the best condl 
tioned athletes I have ever had 
anything to do with."
However, ho contended that a 
Canadian team, with six months’ 
intensive training, "would sur­
pass toe Russians, for "the play­
ers arc more robust."
The Russians tonight meet the 
Kingston CKLCs of the Ontario 
Hockey Association Senior "A" 
Eastern division. Eight players 
have been added to strengthen 
the lost-place Kingston squad.
Members of the Moscow club, 
wlio have won three games, lost 
two and tied one so far In their 
eight-game tour, were divided 
over the Canadian additions. 
COACH OBJECTS 
Said coach Anatoly Tarasov: 
"Canada is a rich and stroqg 
nation. Why should one city put 
together a strong team to try’and 
beat us?" .
Col. P. M. Korotov, director of 
the Soviet Ice Hockey Federa­
tion, said: "You are toe hosts. 
It is your privilege to, use y)hat" 
ever players you wish against 
us."
Several players held a similar
view—saying that if Kingston was 
weak then adding players would 
make for a better game.
Senators D raft Ex 
Braves Infielder
COLORADO SPRINGS. Colo. 
(AP)—Washington Senators Mon­
day selected inflelder. Bob Malk 
mus of Wichita, Kan., as their 
first choice In toe annual major 
league draft.
Malkmus, 26, a second base- 
man, batted .291 in toe Ameri­
can Association last year. He hit 
nine home runs and drove in 62 
runs in 124 games.





CHICAGO (AP) — Lightweight 
cnampion Joe Brown isn’t selling 
challenger Joey Lopes short when 
they meet in a 15-round title light 
Wednesday night.
Brown, however, maintains 
he’ll be wearing the crown after 
the main event is over.
The 31-year-old champion from 
New Orleans figures Ix>pes will 
be a lot tougher than he was last 
August when toe two fought to a 
draw in toe same Chicago Sta­
dium ring in a non-title bout.
"When a kid is fighting for the 
title,” says Brown, "he knows 
he’ll likely only get one chance 
so you always know that he’s go­
ing' to put up his toughest fight.” 
Nevertheless, the champion is 
a . solid 3-to-l favorite to retain 
his title and the odds are 2 Ĵo-l 
it will be a knockout. ,
Brown, champion for the last 
15 months and making his third 
titl'e defence, predicts he’ll win 
the televised fight but wouldn’t 
say flatty it would be by a knock­
out.
I’ll be looking for an oppor­
tunity to knock him out from the 
opening bell,” said Brown, who 
has a 66-14-9 record including 28 
knockouts.
Lopes, a 27-year-old from Sac­
ramento, Calif., who has a 41-13-3 
record with 17 knockouts, has 
predicted he’ll win the title de­
cisively.
"I beat Brown last August,’ 
said Lopes, "but they called it a 
draw. I'll beat him so thoroughly 
this time there’ll be no question 
about it."
"I think I’m too fast for Brown 
and hit just as hhrd as he does."
Both fighters have ended drills 
and are not expected to have any 
trouble ma .Ing the 135 - pound 
weight limit.
80 P.C. WERE IDLE 
LE HAVRE. France (Reuters) 
—A 24-hour strike among crows 
and officers of merchant ships 
berthed at Le" Havre was about 
80 per cent successful, according 
to local estimates.
FLYNN, FRIEND FREED
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Drunk 
charges ogalnst nctor Errol 
Flynn and his actress friend wore 
dismissed by the city attorney’s 
office because of insufficient evi­
dence. Flynn and Miss Maura 
FltzGlbbon were arrested Oct. 20 
by an off-duty policeman at th(? 
annual Screen Publicists Ball.
AT EASE, MEN 
OLATHE. Kan. (AP)-A flick­
ering, ball-shaped cluster of 
lights hovering in the sky caused 
B flurry of excitement in tola 
area; A Jet fighter piano Investi­
gated. The pilot reported no cause 
for alarm—Just' five hellcoptors 




SPOKA’NE. Wash. (AP) Jean 
Claude Lefebvre, a seven - foot 
3V4 - inch, French basketball 
player, passed his first American 
test Monday night with high 
grades on offence nut barely pass' 
ing marks on defence and ro' 
bounds,
The 20-ycar-old Gonzaga Uni 
vorslty freshman scored 13 points 
in a 71-37 rout of the College of 
Idaho and showed great offensive 
promise.
But on defence and rebounds 
Lefebvre was slow, nppeareci 
tired and loped down the floor as 
if his feet hurt.
They probably did. He was out­
fitted with a spodally-built pair 
of size 10a sliocs last week but 
they were too snug.
Lefebvre didn’t play basketball 
until 1955 and has had experience 
only with the French national 
team.
Grey Fox Left 
Cougars With 
His Blessing
VICTORIA (CP) — Lester Pat­
rick pulled out of hockey “for 
good" last spring, but it has Just 
been revealed that he made sure 
nobody would suffer by his with­
drawal.
"Hockey Is dying In Victoria 
and many other minor league 
towns,’’ he said when he sold his 
shares in the Victoria Cougars of 
toe Western Hockey League.
“The old wonderful enthusiasm 
for toe game is gone. Modem 
distraction of television, the 
automobile and the fast pace and 
variety of modem living leave 
little time for hockey.”
GOING STRONG 
But some of the enterprise and 
enthusiasm of the 74 - year - old 
"grey fox” evidently rubbed off 
on others because the Cougars 
are going strong.
Colin Kilburn, 28-year-old right 
winger who became the club’s 
manager a year ago, says "it 
sn’t generally known that even 
in his departure from the direc­
torship, Lester made certain that 
nobody would suffer by his de­
cision — and the poor results last 
season.” ^
Last year’s $30,000 deficit cut 
down the value of the Patrick 
sharc.s. Lester took care of the 
club’s obligations to the widow of 
former general manager Fred 
Hutchinson to keep down the 
loss.
Then a reorganization drive for 
the Cougars got underway and 
$33,000 was quickly raised to 
guarantee the season’s opera­
tions.
On Chirstmas day 50 years ago 
Lester and Frank iPatrIck opened 
their new $110,000 arena here, the 
first artificial lee rink In C&nadn.
Fred Cvclone Taylor, Newsy 
Lalondc, Bert Llndsoy and other 
stars joined the Patricks because 
they were offered twice the sal­
aries they were receiving In east­
ern Canada.




b a r r e d  BY GREECE
ATHENS (Rcutcra* ~  Greece 
has reflised transit focillties 
through Athens niriiort to Soviet, 
Ctech. art() lloinaxian civil air­
lines flying to the Middle East, 
U waa learned today. ...
Thin ndvcrllscmciu l» nol published or displayed by Ibe Liquor 
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Russians Fatten On Steak 
Wallop Canadian Clubs
By GEORGE IN G U S
(Courier Sports Editor)
HOCKEY STANDINGS
Canada’s liockcy supremacy in the ejes of the world is 
being butchered— to make a CAHA holiday.
Once again the piquant pack of bumblers that guide the 
star of Canada’s amateur hockey destiny have conie up with a 
plan— a lulu.
This time they didn't even give our boys a chance to have 
a free trip along with their licking, they invited the Russians 
over here to fatten themselves on steak and the blood of mediocre 
hockey clubs.
To make the cheese more binding, the Russians have ad­
vertised the fact quite liberally that the club they have sent 
over is just a bunch of odds-and-ends, and not their champion­
ship club. >
This is bad enough for our prestige, even if we trimmed 
the pants off them every time they stepped on to a Canadian 
ice sheet. The Russkis would have the propaganda about having 
iced an inferior club on tour to wave about at home, but they 
would still have to acknowledge that they were well and truly 
beaten by the home of the world championship hockey players.
As it stands now they can go back and report “Well, our 
third-rate club lost a couple of tough ones over there, but we 
beat the bums more often than they beat us.”
It is a pretty bitter pill to swallow, especially when we go 
out and court this disaster, rather than let it catch up with us of 
its own accord.
N o doubt the dear old CAHA will come up with a batch 
of reasons why this happened, but the simple truth, as we see it, 
is the fact that they matched the Russians against inferior clubs
The inference that is rapidly being brought home to this 
corner is that the mumbling moguls don’t really know what is 
a good team and what is not.
Take a look at the record.
CAME THE DAWN
A  few short years ago, Canadians bore their frigid winters 
and king-sized snowbanks with the stoicism that was bom of 
the knowledge, “Oh, well, wc have to put up with some winter 
to breed the best hockey players in the world.”
Then came the dawn. The moguls from the middle section 
of the country chose a team of intermediates, the East York 
“Lyndhursts,” to represent us in world tournament play.
N o one had heard much of them before the CAHA “drug” 
them out, and no one has heard very much of them since, except 
in an unhappy vein. The net result of their visit to the fastnesses 
of Europe was to undo all the good work done by teams like 
the Winnipeg Falcons way back in 1920, and the Canadian all- 
star team in 1938, both of whom left little doubt in anyone’s mind 
that the Canucks might not be up to a lot of social graces, but 
they comW play hockey.
The CAHA cringed slightly under the rain of abuse they 
took over the Lyndhursts’ showing, and agreed that the Allan 
Cup winners were the only ones to properly represent the 
country.
Having committed themselves to this, they were forced 
into an unpleasant position the very next year, when some 
disagreeable little team from some unpleasant little town out 
in the wilds of B.C. won the Canadian title by a series of distaste­
ful flukes.
To make matters worse, this horde of wild men from the 
west, led by some trio named Warwick or something like that, 
blew up a king-sized storm of criticism in Europe, although 
they climaxed their performance by storming right into Moscow 
and blanking the Russians in their own arena, 5-0.
Many of the “wisemen in the east” had gone too far with 
the predelictions of disaster to jump belatedly on the band 
wagon, so they disregarded the Penticton Vees conduct on the 
ice as giant-slayers, and harped on their, lack of drawing-room 
polish, and the unlikelihood of. their ever becoming foreign 
diplomats.
Some of them were even suspected of having hives until 
it was found it was their sour grapes showing through.
It was the dawn of a new day for Canada.
QUICK DAY
The new day, unfortunately, ended the next time the Can­
ucks invaded Europe.
The Vernon Canadians were beaten out in the Allan Cup 
finals that year by the Kitchener-Watcrloo Dutchmen, and the 
puck plutocracy breathed a sigh of relief. No more of the 
barbaric westerners!
“Dutchics,” as they were.affectionately known, prior to 
their trip overseas, were all that the stout hearts in the CAHA 
could ask for. They were glamorous, colorful, and what was 
even more to the point, they were from Ontario,
The snide remarks flew by the dozens, the gist of them 
being that Canada’s honor in the drawing-room would be re 
captured by these infinitely superior boys, who would wipe out 
all the bad taste left by those barbaric, undisciplined westerners.
They wiped a few things out alright. They may have been 
lions in the drawing-room, but they were lambs on the Ice. Their 
L  vast, black-tied retinue cringed and dragged out the alibi book.
ANOTHER DAY
That spring, with true western discourte.sy, another club from 
that crazy-mixed-up league in some B.C. vajlcy where they grow 
apples battled its way to the Allan Cup. Oh, heavens to Betsy!
This brought on an avalanche of words, reasons, plans, 
howls, moans and drips, sum and total of which was that the 
august body with the perspicacity and the purse strings would 
not send the Vernon Canadians to try to regain again what the 
Dutchics had lost.
Instead, they came \tp with an 18-carat idea of trying to 
find several benevolent backers and staging a nation-wide scheme 
to pick an all-star club, Backers withdrew before they had even 
had their pinkies in their change pockets, and the scheme fell 
flat on its face, but the Russians started slapping the Hungarians 
around and gave them an out,
1 his spring, the year of “no-contest," the script rolled more 
spioothly, A fine, upstanding team from Ontario, the Whitby 
Dunlops, won the battered mug, and the deni was on again. Allan 
Cup winners should represent Canada.
It’s n new day, a day of reprieve from the western scourge.
AFTERNOON WITH A FAWN
Not shtisfied with their previous king-sized attempts to 
make us look hockey-silly to the world, they have really poured 
it on this time in their fawning attempts to ingratiate themselves 
to fhc cast, by inviting a team of Russians over here to beat us in 
pur own backyard.
They have stackedi up the Russkis against not one, but five, 
senior clubs and one junior club so far, and the results have been 
3-2-1 for the Russians; Not bad for a third-rate club invading 
the home of hockey, eh? There Is one thing nil those Cariuck 
clubs have in common, they all caipo from Ontario, a province 
not known of recent years for its puck prowess.
Never mind, lads, there's always parchesi.
Br THE CANADIAN PB£S3 
American Lcacne
W L T G F G A P t 
Hershey 18 4 2 89 52 38
Cleveland 11 9 2 63 51 24
Providence JIO 10 2 78 72 22
Buffalo 9 11 2 67 77 ̂
Rochester 7 13 2 63 85 16
Springfield 6 14 4 69 94 16
4)nebec Leagne
W L T G F G A P t 
CWcouUml 15 4 1 77 48 31
Shawinigan 11 10 1 77 77 23
(Juebec 11 11 1 69 75 23
Troie Rivieres 7 15 2 57 81 16
Montreal 7 11 1 57 56 15
OHA-NOIIA Senior “A”
W L T GF GA Pt 
Sault Stc. Marie 14 5 1 83 61 29
Kitchener 13 6 2 75 57 28
Windsor 9 8 0 77 66 18
Chatham 8 11 0 48 59 16
North Bay 7 13 0 64 93 14
Sudbury 5 13 1 57 67 11
x-Whltby 2 2 0 14 15 4
X—Whitby games count for op­
ponents only.
OIU Senior ‘‘A’'
W L T GF GA Pt 
10 3 2 70 45 22 
9 S 1 61 49 19 
7 8 2 50 61 16 
6 II 1 64 80 13 
4 6 0 37 39 12 
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4 70 42 22 
2 51 42 18 
2 48 39 18 
’l 49 63 17
0 45 51 10
1 30 39 9 
0 26 12 8
2 23 54 4
MONDAY’S SCORES 
Western League
Edmonton 6, Winnipeg 3, 
Exhibition
Montreal NHL 6, Ottawa-HuU 
Jr. 1.
Ontario Junior A
Hamilton 6, Peterborough 4.
Saskatchewan Junior 
Flin Flon 3, Saskatoon 0.
Accept your responsibility as 
a motorist. It can be fatal if you 
don’t, warns the Canadian High­
way Safety Conference,
f/AUMt CÔ T 
OBLYOBB FBopmr- Af(P tf/ATO/f Ci/T̂ ~ WB AU6Hr CO/\tCLUP?
rHAT r//e oppopB'^OF ALPHONBB AlM/f 
R U B  our OF & a & (to b K
rH B H B x r r irL B  p / ^ p u t b
roBBBBTTLBP WILL 3B m THE WBLreRW£/6Hr 
CLAî  WITH 6 COMPBTiBS 
iH  A B B L IM lB A r io B  TOURNEY. 7HiB foo W/LL 
PAVB AN INTERNATIONAL 
FLAVOR, rpREB OF THB FIBMTBR̂ 0BIN6 FPOVA 
AMERICA, ANP oNBBAC‘L ARON 
MEXICO, CUBA ANPAOBTRALIA.
—OM tW ul f iH  M liB n  aimSitote—•
Sports Scribes Differ 
In Grey Cup Re-hash
By THE CANADIAN PRESS said he under-estimated the Ti-iUiey'll have to start woriUng 
cats “and missed seeing just again out West. That vre’U hav*
B o f M  PRESIDENT CALLS FOR 
NATIONAL SELFDISaPLINE 
IN FIGHT AGAINST INFLATION
Gordon Ball Urges Larger Foreign 
Exchange Reserves
M H  m iK
Junior "B ird  G al" Wins 
Spurs In Senior Tourney
KELOWNA — A junior badmin-1 Kamloops Saturday and Sunday, 
ton lass from Kelowna, Lynne 1 Only double winners in the tour. 
MacDougall, proved herself in 
senior company last week end.
when she won the senior women’s 
singles at the Okanagan-Mainline 
Badminton Tournament held in
Curlers Laying Plans Now 
For Christmas Week 'Spiel
The draw is being made up for 
the Kelowna Curling Club’s i 
“Christmas Week Bonspiel,” 
planned for three days starting 
the morning of Dec. 26.
Entry fees for the bonspiel, 
which must be in as soon as pos­
sible, are $1, and at least one 
lady curler on each rink is man­
datory. Entries are open to any­
one, but the club reserves, the 
right to limit entries if necessary.
In the regular curling in the 
men’s league, Enoch Smith leads 
the Monday-Friday league with 
six straight wins, and Bob Mc- 
Caugherty leads the Tuesday- 
Thursday league with the same 
number of undefeated starts.
Tommy Tomiye is heading the 
Wednesday curlers, nursing three 
straight wins. There are rtill 
some openings in the regular 
schedule, and anyone interested 
in curling may contact Walter 
Hobbs at 3112. .
Here are the balance of the^two 
men’s league, schedules, first 
draw:
MONDAY AND FRIDAY 
Friday, December 13 
7 p.m.
1. Harrop vs. G. Lipsett
2. Waite vs. Schmok
3. Smith vs. Cam Lipsett
4. Pieper vs, Turner
9 p.m.
1. Ennis vs. Serwa
2. Minette vs. Cowley
3. Raikes vs. Campbell
4. Robson vs. Walker
Monday, December 16 
7 p.m.
1. Smith vs. Cowley
2. Ennis vs. G. Lipsett
3. Minette Vs. Walker
4. Raikes vs Serwa
9 p.m.
1. RobSon vs. Turner
2. Campbell vs. Cam Lipsett
3. Pieper vs. Waite
4. Harrop vs. Schmok
Friday, December 20,
7 p.m,
1. Ennis vs. Schmok
2. Robson vs. Waite
3. Cam Lipsett vs Cowley
4. Harrop vs. Pieper
* 9 p.m.
1. Raikes vs iG. Lipsett
2. Campbell vs. Serwa
3. , Smith vs. Walker
4. Turaer vs. Minette
Monday, December 23 
7 p.m.
1. Serwa vs. Cam Lipsett
2. Smith vs, Turner
3. Campbell vs. G. Lipsett
4. Raikes vs. Schmok
9 p.m.
1. Cowley vs. Walker
2. Minette vs. Waite 
Robson vs. Harrop 
Ennis vs, Pieper
Time out for Christmas week 
bonspiel and President, Vice- Pro 
sident Draw.
Monday, January 6 
7 p.m;
Pieper vs. Raikes 
ISnnls vs. Robson 
Harrop vs. Minette 
Walker vs. Chm Lipsett 
9 p.m.
1. Campbell vs. Schmok 
Serwa vs, G, Lipsett 
T\irncr vs. Cowley 
4. Smith vs. Waite
Friday, January 10 
7 p.m.
Cowley vs. Waite '
Walker vs. Turner 
Serwa vs. Schmok 
4,, Compball vs. Pieper
9 p.m.
Ennis vs. Minette 
Smith vs. Harrop 
Robson vs. Raikes 
G . Lipsett vs. Cam Lipsett 
This completes the first draw. 
New one will start Friday, Janu­
ary 13, 1958, and will be posted 
later.
TUESDAY AND THURSDAY 
Thursday, December 12 
7 p.m.
1. McCaugherty vs. Bostock
2. Linenko vs Newby
3. Conklin vs. Underwood
4. Penson vs. Pope.
,9 p.m.
1. Sheriff vs. Stevenson
2. Clow vs. Anderson
3. Johanson vs. Moir
4. Day vs. Denney
Tuesday, December 17 
7 p.m.
1. Clow vs. Stevenson
2. Johanson vs. Denney 
Day vs. Newby 
McCaugherty vs. Anderson
9 p.m.
Conklin vs. Penson 
Sheriff vs. Underwood 
Linenko vs. Pope 
Moir vs. Bostock 
Thursday, December 19
7 p.m.
Day vs. Pope 
Anderson vs. Bostock 
Sherriff vs. Penson 
Linenko vs. Conklin
9 p.m.
1. Johnson vs Newby
2. McCaugherty vs. Stevenson
3. Moir .vs. Denney 
Clow vs, Underwood
Time out for Christmas Bon 
spiel and President vs. Vice 
President Draw.
Tuesday, January 7 
Note 6 p.m. Hockey night
1. Denney vs. Bostock
2. Moir vs. Newby
3. McCaugherty vs. Underwood
4. Johanson vs. Pope
8 p.m.
Clow ys. Penson 
Day vs. Conklin
3, Anderson vs. Stevenson 
Sherriff vs. Linenko
Thursday, Jamiar.v 9 
7 p.m,
1. Day vs. Sherriff
2. Johamson vs. Conklin.
Clow vs. Linenko 
Stevenson vs. Bostock
9 p.m,
1. McCaugherty vs. Penson 
Moir vs, Pope 
Denney vs. Newby 
Anderson vs. Underwood 
Tues()ay, January 14 
7 p.m,
1. Denney vs. Pope
Stevenson vs. Underwood 
Anderson vs, Penson
4. Moir vs. Conklin 
9 p.m.
1. Newby vs. ]Qostock 
Clow vs. Day
3. Johanson vs. Sherriff
4. 'McCaugherty vs. Linenko 
This completes the first draw.
New draw will start Thursday, 
January IG, 1958,
nament were Nora Embleton and 
Stuart Burris of Kamloops. Em­
bleton won the Women’s doubles 
with Lorraine Houghton of Kam­
loops and teamed up with Burris 
to win the mixed doubles, Burris 
, oined forces with Bob Robinson 
to take the men’s doubles.
Here is the complete list of 
winners:
“A” Flight or Open
Women’s Singles — MacDou­
gall def. Marlene Davies (Sal. 
Arm), 11-5, 11-1.
Men’s singles — Shes Larson 
(Kel), def. Chris Dalin (Celista), 
15-n, 13-15, 15.6.
Women’s doubles ----- Lorraine
Houghton and Embleton (Kam­
loops) def. Lynne MacDougall 
and Jackie Stinson (Kel.), 17-14, 
15-4.
Men’s doubles — Robinson and 
Burris (Kamloops) def. Chris and 
Bill DaUn (Celista), 12-15, 15-12, 
15-11.
Mixed doubles -7- Burris and 
Embleton (Kam) def. Yvonne and 
Chris Dalin (Celista), . 15-8, 8-15,
“B” FlightlCoBsolallon) 
Women’s singles — Packie Stin­
son (Kelowna) def. Gene Burris, 
(Kam), 4-11, 12-11, 12-11.
Men’s singles — Russ Martin 
(Vernon) def. Ed Chambers (Sal. 
Arm),. 15-11,15-8.
Women’s doubles — Isabel An­
derson and Ann Moslev (Kam- 
looos and Vernon) def. Sally Mc- 
Callum and Lil DeBeck (Kam), 
15-4. 17-14.
Men’s doubles — Doug Mac­
Dougall and Dave Jeffrey (Kel­
owna). def. Tod Sloan and Tau 
ada Kiwasi (Sal. Arm), 11-15, 
15-12, 15-4.
Mixed doubles — Doug and 
Lynne MacDougall def. Dave 
Jeffrey and Wilmas Hartley 
(Kelowna), 15-1 9-15, 15-9.
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tive merits of the Eastern Tiger- 
Cats and the West’s Blue Bomb­
ers.
“ If they played tomorrow. 1 
have no doubt that the Blue 
Bombers would beat the Tiger- 
Cats,” wrote Jack Matheson in 
the Winnipeg ’Tribune. But on 
Saturday . . . Tiger-Cats were a 
better football team than the 
Blue Bombers. Let’s face it .
“Tiger-Cats played 16 games to 
get into the Grey Chip and were 
so healthy it was downright crim 
inal. The Blue Bombers were 
playing their 22nd game . . . The 
spirit was willing but the flesh 
wasn’t adequate. The West has 
always sent a patched - up club 
and . . . always will as long as 
their’s a two-game semi - final 
and a best-of-three final . . .
With a healthy football club,
Winnipeg would win a lot more 
than they’d lose against the Ham- 
iltons. Maybe it’s sour grapes 
but . . . that’s what I think."
TOOK ONLY TEN MINUTES 
Bob (Toronto Telegram) Fre- 
win wrote: “ It took Hamilton 
Tiger-Cats only 10 minutes to de­
prive the West and Winnipeg of 
the 1957 Grey Cup. In the re­
maining 50 minutes the ferocious, 
muscular Cats si^nt their time 
battering to meaningless smither­
eens the malarkey that the tough 
guys in the West play better, 
smarter football while the East 
has only disorganized sissies."
And so it went.
“The Tabbies .finally exploded 
the childish myto of Western in- 
vincibility,” wrote Jack (Ottawa 
Citizen) Kinsella. “What’s more, 
it is likely to remain ‘exploded’
ARNOLD HART, GENERAL MANAGER, REPORTS 
PAID-UP CAPITAL HIGHEST IN  CANADIAN  
BANKING HISTORY —  CONFIDENT OF 
BUSINESS PROSPECTS
MONTREAL, Dec. 2— Continuing steady growth of the 
Canadian economy and containment of inflation can lx>th _bo 
achieved, but to do so will depend on intelligent sclMiscipline 
at all ’.jvcls in the conduct of the nation’s economic attairs, 
according to Gordon R. Ball, president of the Bank of Montreal.
Mr. Ball told B of M sharehold-
COST OF ’FLU
r e d  d e e r , Alta (CP)—The 
public school board in this cen­
tral Alberta city of 13,000 has a 
$1,000 bill to pay for substitute 
teachers, called' in when regular 
staff members came down with 
influenza.
for quite a while, too 
wouludn’t hesitate to say that the 
Ottawa Rough Riders could have 
handled Winnipeg, and that even 
Argonauts would have made it 
close. Montreal, loser to Edmon­
ton the last three years, would 
have dropped dead again.”
Bill (Ottawa Journel) West- 
wick said that the Tiger - Cats 
won by “ out-defencing the Bomb­
ers, by grabbing their fumbles 
and making them count heavily 
in their favor. Winnipeg made 
mistakes . . . and you just don’t 
make too many mistakes against 
the Cats and expect to survive.” 
LISTLESS TEAM 
Hal (Edmonton Journal) Paw- 
son wrote that “Hamilton didn’t 
so much win the Grey Cup as 
Winnipeg lost it. The Bombers 
were washed out and listless , in 
contrast to the alert series they 
got off against Edmonton in the 
Western playoffs . . .  The Eski­
mos, in this book, wpuld have 
whipped /the pants off the Tiger- 
Cats, So it sounds like sour 
grapes? Let:it, Tor-it'is our cori- 
sidered view."
Baz (Montreal Star) O’Meara 
wrote that “we will have to read 
and listen for a long time to the 
claim that had the Eskimos been 
playing the Ticats they would 
have won, but we don’t think so. 
■^ey would have been hurt just 
the same by the Vicious Ticat 
tackling, although the claim that 
they would have done better has 
considerable validity.
“It wasn’t coincidence that: Win­
nipeg fumbled in such outrageous 
fashion. 'They were ‘hurted’ by 
the jarring manner in which Ti­
cat tacklers headed into them. 
True, they were a battered team 
going into the game, but on that
LONG ORDEAL
ST. THOMAS, Ont. (CP) — A 
tomcat must .have used up most 
ot its nine lives when it became 
stranded atop a power pole here. 
The cat paced the crossbar, with 
its 2,300-volt power lines, until 
ro.scued by a lineman two days 
later.
LATE APPLES
HAILEYBURY, Ont. (CP) -  
John Belland picked a half-bushel 
of crabapples a full month after 
the u.sunl date of the first fro.st. 
Ho said that in 40 years In North­
ern Ontario he cannot remember 
the first frost coming so late in 
the year.
RARE TROPHY
BELLEVUE, Alta. (CP) -  
Mayor Ernie Goulding of Belle­
vue in the Crow,snest Pass area 
bagged a 450-pound three-horned 
elk with a ,300 calibre rifle, The 
three separate antlers are about 
30 inches In length, two with five 
points and the third having two 
points.
day anyway they were no match 
for the exultant Easterners.” 
COMBINATION 
Scotty (Regina Leader - Post) 
Melville said that “each year 
wlien the big game rolls around 
more often than not the West­
ern champions go into the fray 
with’more spirit than health” be­
cause of the Western playoff sys­
tem.
“Winnipeg injuries caused Win­
nipeg mistakes and it was a com­
bination of the two rather than 
greatness by the other side that 
took the championship E a s t, . . " 
Ted (Toronto Telegram) Raeve 
said that Tigers arc the strong' 
cst and best balanced team the 
East has had la some years 
. , . “These Tabbies could take 
a monopoly for a few autumns.” 
Ivan (Hamilton,Spectator) Mil­
ler said that "when it's your own 
team that wins, especially in a 
Grey Cup classic, you just don't 
find words to describe It all ade­
quately. To marshal facts and 
figures, and thoughts, you just 
say the Tiger-Cats whipped the 
best in the West, alibis or not, 
by a margin dcchslvo enough to 
make anyone believe that tlic Ti­
cats of '87 are a great outfit.” 
Annis (Vancouver Sun) Stukus
ers at their 140th annual meeting 
today that attainment of this 
double objective is “a challenge, 
not a' certainty” and will depend 
on the preservation of the pur­
chasing power of the Canadian 
dollar.
“It is in the long-run environ­
ment of a dependable dollar that 
the economy will enjoy the steadi' 
est and most fruitful progress,’ 
he said.
Shareholders also heard G. 
Arnold Hart, general manager of 
the B of M, present a statement 
reflecting substantial advances by 
the bank “under conditions of ex­
tremely tight money,” with record 
total assets reported at $2,866 
million at the October 31 year 
end.
Larger Exchange Reserves 
Needed
Reviewing the past year, Mr. 
Ball said despite a new record in 
the total output of the economy 
there has been a distinct slowing- 
do^vn in the pace of business, with 
the expenditures for all goods and 
services in recent months differ­
ing little from the rate of a yiear 
ago.
But the exchange value of the 
Canadian dollar remained at a 
premium over the U.S. dollar, he 
said, and this premium served to 
intensify Canadian exporters’ 
problems and those of producers 
of goods competing with imports 
in the domestic market, Mr. Ball 
said. However, he added that he 
was opposed to the suggestion that 
the government should act to re­
duce the premium or to fix ex 
change rates. “Such action could 
involve the expenditure ̂ qt virtu­
ally unlimited amounts of govern- 
ment funds, with consequent 
inflationary effects,” he comment­
ed. •
Nevertheless, he continued, “1 
believe the government should 
give thought to the advantage, as 
a long-term policy, of enlarging 
our official exchange reserves.” 
While most of the vastly increased 
amount of foreign investments in 
Canada is undoubtedly perman­
ent, “a substantial part of it could 
conceivably be recalled,” he 
said. “It might be prudent, there­
fore. to consider adding to the 
reserves,’’ so as to reflect Cana­
da’s position as a trading nation 
and to prepare for the future when 
incoming capital might possibly 
be reduced.
Significant Price Developments
nesli trends, Mr. Ball said ha 
assessed the picture as having 
reflected a moderate readjust* 
ment, adding, T am not, among 
those who regard the business out* 
look with pessimism.”
“We in the Bank of Montreal 
certainly see no reason for revls* 
ing our preparations and plans to 
grow with a growing Canada. Dur* 
ing the year wc have issued 
900,000 additional shares of capital 
stock which were readily sub* 
scribed,” he continued.
Frobiems of Inflation
Although he believed the 195T 
business lull would pass, Mr. Ball 
said he was also convinced “we 
should not unduly let down our 
guard” against inflation, noting 
that the forces of inflation, “while 
fortunately being brought under 
a measure of control in Canada, 
are far from being held in check 
in some other countries,” he 
warned.
“It is but sober realism to re­
cognize, not only that disappoint­
ingly little headway has been 
made to resolve the uncertainties 
of world affairs, and reduce the 
need for armaments, but also that 
developments In the conquest of 
space within the past two months 
have added new urgency to the 
need for concerted effort and pre­
paredness on the part of the free 
world," he said.
General Manager's Address 
G. Arnold Hart, general man­
ager of the B of M, presenting the 
bank’s 140th annual statement, re­
ported that after setting aside 
$9,191,OOC for income taxes — 
$1,396,000 more than last year — 
net profits amounted to $91649,^2.
Of this amount, $7,946,013 will” 
be paid to shareholders as divi­
dends, equal to $1.60 per fully- 
paid Aare. Mr. Hart said. After 
these provisions, $1,703,679 was 
added to undivided profits, now 
standing at $2,113,834.
It is interesting to note that on 
the basis of the increased number 
of fully-paid shares outstanding at 
October 31 last, provision for
N O T IC E
To Customers On 
Carrier Routes
For any irregularity in the 
Delivery Service of Your
COURIER 
Phone 2 8 0 2 ’
Citculalion Department 
KELOWNA COURIER  
Before 7t00 p.m. of 
Pnblhhtng D«y
7-lff
The Corporation of the D istrict of Glenmore;
ATTENTION RATEPAYERS
Property owners arc reminded thht if they pay their taxes 
on or before WED., DEC. 18lh, they will avoid a 10% 
PENALTY. , . '
Applications for the Provincial Home-Owner Grant arc 
applicable to currel^t taxes only and must therefore be 
.'filed on or before DEC. 31st, 1957.
Applications for the Provincial Home-Owner Grant can 
bo file/1 any lime .prior to deadline date, and do not
necessarily have to accompany payment of taxes, ,
J . H .  HAYES,
Collcclor.
Continuing his review of the 
year, the B of M president said 
the pattern of price movements 
suggests that it takes time for a 
general price advance In basic 
materials to work its way through 
to a price-rise in finished product.s 
and that ,the latter may persist 
for some time after the former 
has ceased 
Throughout this general picture 
the restraints of tight money have 
been apparent, Mr. Ball went on 
and in consequence, market inter­
est rates have remained high 
with .some moving to new pea 
Against this background, he said 
“the banks had little leeway to 
expand their total credit to Cana 
dlan borrowers; although they 
enlarged their loans and reduced 
their securities holdings moder­
ately.
Opposes Bank of Canada Proposal
Mr. Ball proceeded to review 
his recommendations on "funda­
mental and permanent changes in 
the Canadian banking system” 
proposed by the Governor of the 
Bank of Canada earlier this year. 
These proposals would have, in 
effect, prescribed the assets the 
chartered banks should hold 
against their personal savings 
deposits, he said. ,
Such change required "the most 
enreful consideration and the fiilb 
cst public discussion," Mr, Ball 
had advised the Minister of Fin­
ance, and should bo linplomonted, 
"if at all, by changes in banking 
legislation.’' ' _ ^
This incident, he believed, 
served to remind Canadians 
everywhere that their banks are 
.strong because they have devel­
oped in respoiiHo to tlio expanding 
and changing needs of the econo­
my and people, "not on tho basis 
of any rigid formula.''
Banka Battle lunation 
Tho governmcnl's efforts to 
combat laflntlon, protecting Cap 
ndlnns' purcliaslng power, have 
“had the full supimrt of the char­
tered banks.” Mr. Ball continued, 
and the effectiveness of tradi­
tional and flexible control of the 
money supply has been appnrcpt.
Unpleasant ns tight money has 
been for everyone concerned, Mr. 
Ball said ho believed "Canadians 
have come to realize that tho costs 
and Inconveniences . . .  are small 
compared with the costs ,npd In­
equities of inflation . , . U is sure­
ly true beyond dispute that the 
iHKitJl' would have been far more 
extreme and the adjiistmerlt far 
more painful had monetary policy 
been loss' severe or less effec­
tive.”
Roam For Confidence i
,Siimmarl/.lt)|f this ydar'S busl-
taxes was equivalent to $.172 per 
share whereas net profits after 
taxes were equal to $1.80 per 
share," he said.
The general manager’s address 
also revealed an increase of 
125,000 deposit accounts had been 
recorded during the fiscal year, 
Including 93,000 savings accounts.
Loans at New High
Turning to the B of M’s loan 
picture, Mr. Hart said the total 
amount had reached $1,438 mil­
lion for an increase of $55 million 
over the 1956 year-end, an Indi­
cation of the bank’s continuing 
participation in the high level of 
Canadian economic activity.
Most significant increases in 
loans during the year were In the 
mortgage field, where a rise of 
$27 million to $131 million was 
reported.
“Wc have endeavoured,” M r., 
Hart said, “to follow a consistent 
policy In meeting the require­
ments of customers for mortgage 
funds and while of necessity our 
program has had, at times, to bo 
geared to prevailing monetary 
conditions, this bank has never 
withdrawn from the field of mort­
gage lending.”
Covering loans general, the gen­
eral monagor said, “Wo arc ever 
mindful of tho business and per­
sonal credit needs of smaller i»r- 
rowers and it is our constant en­
deavour to ■ accommodate then> 
for. their proper and reasonable 
requirements,’’
Sees Room for Business Optimism
Reviewing buslnes develop- 
ment)) during tho year, Mr. Hart 
said, nlthougn trends were nalxed, 
there had been a general tendency 
towards an economic plateau,
"A key factor,” ho said, "has 
been a levelling off In outlays of 
a onpitnl nature and this In turn 
had led to an abatement In tho 
rise of capital equipment Imports, 
However, the doeflhe In resldon- 
tlnl construction that marked 1956 
was arrested this spring and it 
now appears likely that tho num­
ber of now dwellings stnrtod this 
year will exceed 100,000, which' 
would bo less than Inst yeor but 
more than initial expectations,"
Summarizing, the B of M gen­
eral manager said that under tho 
economic circumstances which 
have been in cfcct, It Is not sur­
prising that Canada's industrial 
output had lost somo momentum. 
But there was room for encour­
agement on Bcvcrnl scores, 'ho 
thought, ospcclally In "tho undlm- 
Inlslicd rise of total personal In­
come."
He continued, '"nto period of 
adjustment through which we 
have been passing is probably not 
ct ended. Yet, am ’ ■id tho confUct- 
ng trenda that have marked tho 
past year and may well continue 
in the months ahead, wo should 
not lose sight of the predomi­
nant fact thot there Is no baslei 
weakness In the Caitadlon «con  ̂
omy that warrants pessimism or 
lack of confidence,” —AdvL
pbce W ant Ad
icr.'.m g wvenfs
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••EARLY DAYS OF WINFIELD" 
on lalc $1.31 including tax. Con­
tact Mrs. W. R. Powley, Mrs. T. 
D. Duggan. R.R. No. 1, Winfield, 






Modtrit desk style sewing ma­
chine with bench, in Blonde, Wal- 
’!! nut or Mahogany Tmisb.
YOU’LL I AutomaUc ZIG-ZAO . stitch. A
’ oi i.Pf V I J U B I L E E  TRACTOR.
•'lisc, farm porter, trailer. New 
..o  ̂ 100 hours on tractor.
79. i).\ tt-, 8 .̂ b6 ^ppiy j  R BenUcy. Phone 5298
Summerland. 83
YOU’LL T H R I L L !
chilli You’ll - »joy "Gaslight."!Dressmakers Dream.
Tlckels at Loi.; .''.iirxr Driir ' 8151.50 Singer Terca
EV SEWING SUPPLY CEJCSE
l l A V i ^  ’ F d iT ' V ILIVER
early W'ednesday mort i . . Ot - 
man has mom for two p ri\
Phone tlTT,
CAR IJIAVENG FOU PIUNCE 
George Wed. morning 7 o’clock. 
Anyone wishing a ride phone 
8700. 82
DRAPES MADE EXPERTLY -  
Free estimates. Doris Guest. 
Phone 2481, 101
Help Wanted
WHiTF. ENAilELLED T/.3Lr. 
metal top, 33 by 24 inches drawer 
and mincer holder: Electric table 
cooker, two burners and oven 
with stand: Electric bowl fire; 
two pails: waste can: pair single 
beds, 39 inches, ends and side 
rails only: two large aluminum 
pans, boil handles. First class 
condition, no reasonable offer 
refused. Murray,. Suite 8, Belve­
dere Apartments. 84
Pets And Supplies
COLLIES LIKE LASSIE. Reg. 
istered show pet herding stock. 
$35 up StUii cervice Starcross—. 
20453 28th Rd, Hamaond, B.C.
M-TH-rf
Legal
NEED EXTRA CASH? WORK 
spare time. We need women to 
sew or to address envelopes $50 
weekly possible. Send stamped,
self-addressed envelope. Write xWO WHEEL BICYCLE.
F R E E  DELIVERY CHOICE 
quality Christmas Trees. Darryl 
Delcourt. Phone 3190.
77. 78. 80. 82. 84. 86
Box 812, Dauphin,, Man. 82
Position Wanted
FOR A RELIABLE BABY SIT- 
'EEP, day or evening. Phone 6634.
84
Board And Room
THE GUEST HOUSE 
806 Bernard Ave. Phone 3941
101
age 5-7, good condition and good 
tires. Phone 3281, 2571 Richter.
84
BEATTY WASHING MACHINE; 
used, in good running condition. 
Only $15, 1869 Water St. Phone 
6831. 85
PIANO. MARTIN ORME„ WAL­
NUT, medium upright, good con- 
dlUon. Phone 7347. 84
G.M. MASTER HEATER, 6 volt, 
in good condition. Price $10 or 
nearest offer. Phone 3516. t,f
FUSUC NOTICE 
Pursuant to the provisions of 
Section 5 of Chapter 138, Revised 
Statutes of British Columbia, 1943, 
"Graaing Act” , notice is hereby 
given that all horses, branded or 
unbranded, owned or claimed by 
any person or persons, must be 
removed from" the Crown range 
within the exterior limits of that 
portion of the Kamloops Grating 
District (approved by Order-in- 
Council No. 117, January 19th, 
1954) which lies to the South of 
the main line of the Canadian 
Pacific Railroad, on or before the 
fifteenth day of December of the 
year 1957, and must be kept there­
from until the sixteenth day of 
April of the year 1958.
During this period the Depa.t- 
ment will give consideration to 
applications of Livestock Associa­
tions, Farmers' Institutes and 
others, to round-up or shoot wild 
and useless horses cncumberirig 
the Crown ranges, and any horses 
found on the Crown ranges dur­
ing this period may be rounded up 
and disposed of or shot under the 
provisions of Section 5 and 6 of
WELL ENOUGH FOR DUTY
President Eisenhower Is re­
covering quickly. The president 
is pictured as he left the White
House to attend a cabinet meet­
ing Monday.
WIDE WORLD
W INE ROW S FRERY . . . THEN:
British Industrialists Are Told 
Canadian Salesmanship Is Poor
h y  HAROLD MORRISON 
CuMdUa Press Otrff YTrlter
E IR M IK C H A M ,
string trio played wMy. The wine 
Lowed ireely. There was & feel­
ing of close and warm friendship 
among the guesta 
Then suddenly the atmosphere 
changed as Canadians did same 
plain speaking about British en­
terprise.
One Canadian suggested the 
reason why Britain dMS not do 
better in the Canadian market is 
because of the "polite indiffer­
ence" of British industry.
Another suggested it is because 
of poor British salesmanship.
The criticism came at a dinner 
for the Canadian trade mission 
in the canteep of the Joseph Lu­
cas Company. It employ.-s some 
43,000 persons producing most of 
the electrical and batU-ry equip­
ment for the British automobile 
industry.
While a string trio played Brit­
ish, French and German airs, a 
56-member catering service pro­
vided some 300 British and Cana­
dian Industrialists with a dinner 
including cocktails, various wines, 
turtle soup, roast beef and black­
berry pie.
TRAIN ENGINEERS
Canadian Trade Minister Gor­
don Churchill said jokingly that 
British hospitality is so luxurious 
he should have weighed mission 
members before they came to 
Britain.
Then In more serious vein he
he questioned vh^thcr "your 
£Clesr't‘.~:>,'p is too ccod." Ho 
urced British manufacturers to 
come to Canada and to supply 
better salesm.ea.
One Birmingham manufacturer 
said Italian exporters, apparently 
subsidaized by the government 
were able to ship goods into Can­
ada at a price SO-pear-cent below
that quoted ty  Erllrln. Wo’uld 
Cr.,'. vA r do something about this?
Churchill said this is a tough 
question. He rentin<kd the guests 
that Canada had anti-dumping 
laws. If it could be proven that 
the laws were transgressed Can­




ST. JOHN’S. .NRd. (CP)-G m - 
Ung Memorial library here re­
ports the reading habit is in­
creasing along with its facilities, 
which now include 46 regional 
outlets from the Avnlon rcnltv 
sula to Happy Valley in Labra­
dor. Books on Newfoundland are 
"very popular."
JOINT EFFORT
DIGBY, N.S. (CP)-A perma­
nent committee to handle Christ­
mas relief here was organized at 
a meeting of representatives of 
service clubs and other organiza­
tions. Officials said tiic aim is 




federal agriculture department's 
experimental farm here has 
found cucumbers are almost 
wholly dependent on bees for pol­
lination. Cucumber plots visited 
by both wild and apiary bees 
produced 9,093 pounds, those vis­
ited only by apiary bees produc­
ed 6.665 pounds, and plants wiUi 
no bees gave no yield. '
JLWIOR RANKS 
PEMBROKE, Ont, (CP)-Maj.- 
Gcn. J. M. Rockingham opened 
a new junior ranks' club building 
at nearby Camp Pelawawa, It is 
the first of four such club build­
ings to be opened for junior rank 
recreation.
TAKING LESSONS 
VANCOUVER (CP) — George 
Christian Hanna, known as the 
"man without a country" when 
he was forbidden to land in many 
countries, has enrolled in the 
Vancouver school board’s class 
for New Canadians. An order for 
his deportation was ruled invalid 




OFFICE SPACE — FIRST floor 
36x21 f t  Heated, two restrooms, 
front and back entrances, park­
ing space. $90 month. Long lease 
available. 453 Lawrence, phone 
2414. 97
PRINCE CHARLES LODGE 
Rooms, days, week or month. 
Community kitchen, fully equip­
ped. 924 Bernard Ave. Phone 
4124.
THREE ROOM FURNISHED 
suite for rent for 4 months. Im­
mediate possession. CHose in. Rent 
very reasonable. Phone 7620.
86
and po l ish e r s  now avi 
for rent In Kelowna. B. and B. 




to do so under the prordslons of 
the ‘.‘Grazing Act" and Regula­
tions.
RAY WILLISTON, 
Minister of Lands and Forests 
Dated at Victoria, B.C. 
this 11th day of 
October, 1957.
64-4TC
NICE CLEAN FRONT BED­
ROOM, main floor, three minutes 
walk to post office. Non-drinker. 
For fuU particulars call 595 
Laurrence or Dial 3873. tf
1956 CUSTOM NASH RAMBLER, 
air conditioner, reclining seats. 
15,000 miles. Excellent condition. 
Priced at . . . .. $2,225.00
1952 FORD 2 DOOR — Signal
lights, air conditioner, rear cont, 
tire mount ...................... $895.00
1953 INT. 1 TON — Like new
Heater signal lights. Extended 
frame . $1095.00
1951 METEOR VICTORIA HARD­
TOP—Radio, air conditioner 




FOUR ROOM SUITE NEWLY 
decorated, furnished, heated. Air 
conditioned. Private entrance. 
Phone 3104. tf
CXJMFORTABLE BED-SITTINO 
room. Business gentleman pre­
ferred. 781 Bernard. Phone 4267.
82
1953 FORD VICTORIA HARD­
TOP, fully equipped, must be 
s o ^  Apply 10^ Coronation Ave. 
or d t ^ g  day phone Bill 
Woiken at 2232. 79
APARTMENT — 3 ROOMS, kit­
chen, livingroom, bedroom and 
bath. Downtown Apartment. Ap­
ply office Bennett’s Store. 87
FOR RENT—1 BEDROOM cabin, 
bath tub or shower, automatic 
heating. Apply Welcome Inn 
Motel. 83
FURNISHED ROOM SLEEPING 
or housekeeping, semi-basement, 
close in. Phone 4593. 83
WATCH “CARS AND TRUCKS.
for sale"—there are some g rea t SAFE DRIVING ENFORCED 
bargains listed every Issue of the! VANCOUVER (CP) — Traffic 
Courier. 32-tfl| police ushered in safe driving
vOT.KSWAm^—t«KR-wn.T. talcA week Satoday with roadbtocks 
older car in trade. Phone 6935. that netted 40 suspected^offend-
84 ers. Five motorists were arrested 
on impaired driving charges and 
35 ticketed lor lesser offences.
FULLY MODERN VERY clean 
self-contained heated cabins. 
Phone 3910. 82
SLEEPING ROOM FOR WORK­
ING people only. 1052 Bernard 
Avq.sPhone 4530.______ 82
Property For Sale
FURNISHED TWO ROOM house 
and two unfinished rooms and 
bathroom space. Water, light, low 
taxes. Must sell for health rea­
sons. Cheap for cash from owner, 
Immediate possession. Apply to 
Box 183, Rutland. No agents. 84
YOUNG 10 ACRE MIXED Fruit 
orchard now bearing 1,000 boxes 
FuU sprinkler sjrstem. Cabin with 
electricity. Nice building site 
^,000.00. Phone 5298 Summer- 
land. 83
Business Opportunities
THIS WON’T MAKE YOU ANY 
money but it will give you 
hundreds of doUars worth of cn 
tertainment. • S e e ’'Gaslight’ 
showing at tho Empress, Decern 
ber 11, 12. Tickets at Long 





inspectors of the IsraeU section 
of Jerusalem haye a ready 
means of disposing of pork seized 
under a law barring pork sales. 
They have just tossed .70 pounds 
of it to the lions, wolves and leo­
pards of the local "Biblical Zoo.”
INDIAN <mC
NEW DELHI (AP)-India and 
Japan have made a long-term 
iron ore agreement. In return for 
ore from India, Japan will help 
India develop mines, railroads 
and ports. •
BUILDINGS ONLY
OSLO (AP) — One Norwegian
THIEVES GRAB $1,200
SIDNEY, (CP) — Thieves net­
ted $1,200 in cash here during the 
weekend when they broke into 
four stores on the main street. 
Hardest hit was a drug jtore, 
where about $800 was stolen. A 
grocery store yielded $400. Two 
others were broken into but noth­
ing was stolen.
BIG SAFE CRACKED 
VANCOUVER (CP)—Safecrack­
ers escapied with $3,000 in-^a raid 
early Sunday. They blew open a 
big safe at Le Kieu Importing 
1954 PONTIAC AUTOMATIC, Company and took thorcash and 
b rak ^ , a small separate safe inside. Conr
glass, Iot t®ots of the small safe were not
3190. 77, 78, 80, 82, 84, gohmtnpfilatrfy known.
army camp, in fairly good shape, 
is up for sale. But the 12-barrack 
camp wiU have to be moved. The 
defence department says the land 
wiU not be included.
SWISS COAL 
GRONE, Switzerland (AP) —
Auto Financing SAYS LABOR SHOULD
TIME OFF
LONDON (AP)—Moscow Radio 
reports Russian schoolchildren 
are being excused from home­
work over Sundays and festival 
days. The education ministry 
made the decision to avoid the 
risk of overwork, according to 
the statement.
.The Swiss have finally given up 
FREAK FINGERS coal mining. The only Swiss co^
TOKYO (Reuters)—The Aichi mine, a producer of low-grade 
prefectural police, checking fin- anthracite, has closed and dis- 
gerprints of 1,250,000 people, charged its 80 workers, mainly 
found a high school boy who has Italians who had worked here 
no fingerprints. The fingers of his several years. Switzerland annu- 
hands have only crinkles. ally imports nieaxly $100,000,000
___ worth of .coal, its largest Import
FRENCH CLASSICS | item,
PARIS (AP) — Two French 
movie companies next year will 
start filming classical plays from 
the repertoire of the Comedie 
Francaise. There are to  be no 
deviations from the' originals.
First will be MoUere’s *'Le Bour­
geois Gentilhomme.'*'
BIG CLEANER
NEW YORK (AP)—The transit! 
authority has approved purchase 
of a $3,244 gasoline • operated 
vacuum cleaner to clean subway 
tracks, ventilating ducts and 
yards. It will pick up cans and 
bottles as well as papers ahd| 
dust.
CAR BUYERS! OUR FINANC- SUPPORT CCF 
ING service at low cost will help MISSION CITY (CP)—The sec- 
you make a better deal. Ask us retary-treasurer of the B.C. Fed- 
now before you buy. Carruthers Uration of Labor says that a union 
and Meikle, 364 Bernard Ave.. cannot exist today without taking
Kelowna, B.C,_______ _ _____ PoUtical action. Mr. Home told
_  I .  I I the annual convention of the
FUGI A n d  W o o d  Farmers* Union of B.C. that the
CCF warrants the support of- the
in Britain.
British Industrallsts In this Bir­
mingham area—one of the most 
heavily industralized areas in the 
world—asked the Canadians what 
the future holds for durable con­
sumer goods in Canada and what 
Canadians intended to do about 
low-priced competition from Italy.
J. R. Jenkins of Toronto, senior 
merchandize director for the T. 
Eaton Company, said his organi­
zation has 75 buyers in Europe.
The proportion of the Canadian 
market supplied by Britain was 
none too impressive. Britain did 
not seem to take fuR advantage of 
Canadian advertising media and 
he could only conclude that there 
was in Britain "a polite indiffer­
ence" to Canada; that the reason 
British industrialists were not 
more firmly entrenched in the 
Canadian market was because 
"they didn’t  want it.'
Bruce Hill of St. Catharines, 
Ont., president of E.T.F. Tools 
Ltd., said; Britain has some won­
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w s o L m i IM
(KiEAN DRY SLAB WOOD, im- working man. 
medlatae deUvery. Phone 7073. Labor and the farm union
SSr'should speak with one voice.”
DRY BUSH WOOD AND SLAB MAURICE FINNERTY 
wood. Phone Ivan Spletzer at FILES PAPERS 
6367. 831 PENTICTON (CP)-Jdaurice P.
Finnerty, former liberal memberFIR SAWDUST FOR SALE 
Immediate delivery. Phone 7587 I of the legislature, filed nomina-
alt;84ltion papers for the mayor y 
contest in Penticton’s civic elec-DRY FIR WOOD, ANY LENGTH "
" cord. DeUvered. P h o n e m a n a g i n g  air-$14 a 
3850.
SALES HHSh e R
HAVANA (AP) — Commercial! 
federation leaders report that de­
spite anti-government bombings 
and sabotage, retail business is 
booming in Cuba. They predicted 
total retail sales volume of $2,- 
946,000,000 this year, compared | 
with $2,470,000,000. last year.
' CHECKING UP
BUENOS AIRES (AP) — The I 
Argentina government is warning 
tradesmen they will be fined I 
heavily for any failure to mark 
actual cost and selling prices on 
merchandise. The decree l.s 1 
aimed to curb inflation.
Building M aterials
CHRISTMAS TREES and 
CEDAR BOUGHS 
Tbp quality. Phono in your order 
now.
SHELLEY'S PET SUPPLY 
590 Demard Ave.
, Phone 2000
76,78. 80. 82.84. 80
cctor of radio station CKOK here.
■ st r ik e  MEDIATOR
PORT ALBERNI (CP)-Labor 
1 Minister Lyle Wicks has been 
KELOWNA BUILDERS SUPPLY asked by the Albernl district So- 
Ltd., 1054 EUls St., Kelowna — clnl Credit Constluency Assocl- 
Your local dealer for lumber atlon to attempt to effect a re- 
(Commons and Finishing) -Ply-opening of negotiations in the 
wood, MlUwork, Wallboards, As- pulp and paper strike. Tho rc- 
phalt Products, Cement Lime, quest was contained In a letter to 
Plaster and Plaster , Boards, Mr, Wicks signed by association 
Gliddcn Paint, Builders Hard- president W. J. Morrisette. 
ware, Coal and Firelogs. Phone
2016. 82 HEART SURGERY APPEAL
WHONNOCK. B.C. (CP)-An
I appeal has been launched inESMOND LUMBER COi LTD.
lrinn“ ln“" p Z S l f ‘’“c o n S r s l M  <«strict for $2,000 to
Elcanir Farrcll, 27, to
Wro O rdem ^C olkct*^3^ E P*'® Uhivcrslty of Minnesota for 




' No white space, 
Minimum 10 words, 
t  Insertion , per word 8f 
I  consecutive 
insertions per word 
8 consecutive Insertions 
or more —  per word t t
Ctasilfled Dtaptay
One insertion  -------- $1.12 Inch
I consecutive
1 in sertions_______ _ U03 inch
6. consecutive Insertions 
cMT iVidre • - — - 03 Inch
I  count tinea dally .8>00 nuasih 
Daily for 8 taaotiw ~ (MM) mointh 
fadhi addUttesiMi Um
Fuel And Wood
MoLEOD EIVER HARD 
and DRUMIIELLER
Coal -  Briquettes
(Compressed Sawdust) 




1054 Ellta SL Phene 2016 
84
KELOWNA BUILDERS SUPPLY 
LTD.. 1054 Ellta St., Kelowna -  
Your local dealer for lumber 
common* and finishing) plywood, 
mUlwork. waUhoords, asphalt 
IHroduihts,. cement time, ptaster100 month




Police — . 
Hospital . . .  
Fire Hall . .  
Ambulance






If nnable to eontact a doctor 
Dial MM
DRUG STORES OPEN 
Bwsdays, llolldaya and 
Wedneadaya 
8 pjo. to OdO pjaa.
080Y 008 CUSTOMS HOURS 
Canadian end Aractlcidi 
Customa ' 
M-bour service. .
IVi- -'if!', ''I'-l > '( 7
ALERT DRIVER
COPENHAGEN (AP) — Driver! 
Raasmus Andersen knew what to 
do when his bus caught fire at 
Soroe. He hustled the nine pas-1 
sengers out and sped to the fire 
station, where firemen saved 
most of the bus from enveloping! 
flames. Andersen was unhurt.
SOFT APPROACH 
RANGOON (AP) — Reports) 
reaching here say Red China has 
withdrawn troops from Burma 
frontier villages and replaced 
them with' women. The reports 
say tho now Chinese policy Is 
"persuasion, not force.’’
‘ BHILICAL CENTRE 
JERUSALEM (AP) — U.S.'the-j 
ologian G. Douglas Young will 
open an American Institute of 
Biblical studies in tho Israeli sec­
tor of Jerusalem next year. It 
will be for theological lectures, 
graduotes and students of allj 
Protestant denominations,
PAPAL GliPT
SRINAGAR (AP) -  Kashmir’s! 
Prime Minister Bakshi Ghulam 
Mohammed announced receipt of 
47,700 ruMcs $10,010 from Pope 
Pious XII for relief of f lo ^  suf­
ferers. Kashmir is mainly Moa-j 
Icm.
SMOKING LESS 
LONDON (AP) ~  A govem-| 
ment report says i Britons have I 
cut smoking by nearly 10 pCr 
cent in the wako of . lung cancer I 
scares. Its month statistical dl-| 
gest shows tobacco use d*'niinedl 
from 20,360,000 pounds In Jvdyl 
to 18,710.000 in August, ,
’TRAINED ORPHANS
TOKYO (AP) — North Koreft 
say a 480 orphans - sent to schools 
In Romania, Bulgaria and Polond, 
during the Korean War have re­
turned homo. Tho Pyongyang ra­
dio said they have been '.‘brought | 
up into reliable workers under, 
the warm care«t fraternal cousH 
tries.
His Speedy Home^Delivery Service.
0
fo r  A ll Your Christmas Gif Is!
•  BESIDES BRINGING you all the top newB of the day, your news- 
paper helps you And happy and thrifty solutions to so many of your 
Christmas gift problemiH-quicker, better and more completely, th/ui 
any other medium can do it I
DAY AFTER DAY, it provides a fascinating page-by-page parado 
of the stoyes newest offerings, and flnest gift ideas—suggestions to 
suit every taste, age and purse! Ciomplete with pictures,'pricies and 
full details to hdp you make selections that will please overyono—jaiiil 
save you time and money 1
PLAN ALL YOUR Holiday shopping trips with the aid of this 
newspaper. In the unhurried comfort of your home, decide what to 
give and where to buy to the best advantage. It’s the SMART way to 
shop—for nowhere else will you find so much exciting news about 
Christmas gifts and store sales as in your own newspaper!
A
For Late$t Nenf$
and Newest Gift 
Ideas, Read The
Daily Courier
£vDry Pay You'll Find ore To Read And Enjoy In
For Dependoble Home; Delivery;Servite To Yopr Doorifep Every AFfernooii
Fhone 280!t/CirculotioiK Deporlmenl
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Canadian Business Recession 
Passing Phase, Says Banker
MONTREAL (CP>-TWs year’ll ”Such acUon," be safd. "could
lull in butlneaa activity will be 
seen a i a passing phase when 
viewed in the ionger perspective, 
Gordon R. Bali, president of the 
Bank of Montreal, said at the 
bank’s annual meeting.
The year's business trends, be 
added, had been in the nature of 
a readjustment—and a very mod­
erate one—and he was not amoni 
those who regarded the outloo! 
with pessimism.
"It seems to me," said Mr. 
Ball, "that concern about current 
conditions and the near-term out­
look may to some extent be a re­
action from the enthusiasm gen­
erated by recent emphasis on 
Canada’s long - term economic 
iHrospects.
"The Gordon Commission paint­
ed a glowing picture of what our 
economy can achieve two or 
three decades hence. 1 believe we 
can achieve it. But it is a chal­
lenge. not a certainty.’’. 
DANGER REMAINS *
Mr. Bail saw signs of prices 
stabilizing but warned that the 
danger of inflation remains. He 
upheld monetary measures taken 
to check inflation and noted re­
cent easement in tight - money 
conditions. He urged individual 
and national ?elf-discipline and 
agreed with the view that rising 
prices are a necessary accom­
paniment of rising standards of 
living.
He disagreed with suggestions 
that the government should take 
action to reduce the premium on 
the Canadian dollar arbitrarily, 
or fix its exchange value.
Involve the exjpenditure of vir­
tually unlimited amounts of gov 
emment funds, with subsequent 
inflationary effects, and would 
as well entail the re-lmpoiition of 
foreign - exchange controls to 
which I am sure no one would 
want to return.
OTHER NATIONS SUFFER 
In regard to monetary policy, 
Mr. Ball said "it is surely true 
beyond dispute that the boom 
wcmld be far more extreme and 
the adjustment far more painful 
had monetary policy been less 
severe or less effective.”
While inflationary forces had 
been brought under a measure of 
control in Canada, they were far 
from being held in check in some 
other countries, and Canada, with 
its network of close economic and 
other international ties, would be 
hiding its head in the sand to 
assume that the fight against in­
flation had been won.
He did not, however, Regard the 
fight against inflation as a hope­
less one.
"The view,” he added, "that a 
gradual depreciation in the pur­
chasing power of the currency is 
a form of tribute that must be 
paid ns the price of progress, is 
to me'Unacceptable and repug­
nant. It is reminiscent of olden 
times when defacement of coins 
by the clipping of their edges in 
the hands of petty thieves, was 
regarded as unavoidable.”
In the anti-inflation battle, Mr. 
Ball saw encouragement rather 
than discouragement in recent ex­
perience. He added:
"For four years and a half — 
from the beginning of 1952 until 
mld-1956 — general consumer 
prices were stable.
"While they have been rising 
during the past year and a half, 
the underlying pressures that 
started them ’ i have abated, and 
I would not ■ ? surprised to see 
them stabilir^ again soon.
TOO RAPID CROWTH 
“This is a long recorr’, '  feel 
sure, to hav' convinced »_ana- 
dians that they- can have pros­
perity and growth with stable 
prices, and also to have brought 
home to them that the attempt 
to achieve too rapid a rate of 
growth will attract the insidious 
parasite of inflation that..gnaws 
at the vitals of real economic 
progress 
"It may be a very old- 
fashioned doctrine, but I think a 
true one, that achievement of a 
better standard of living, in the 
real sense of the word, involves a 
measure of self-discipline. It is 
in the long-run . environment of a 
dependable dollar that the econ­






Australian wheat board has ask- 
e’d federal government permis­
sion to import Canadian wheat.
l^ard  chairman Sir John Teas- 
dale said the shipments would go 
to New South Wales and Queens­
land, whose own wheat crops had 
been hit by drought.
Teasdale said Canadian wheat 
c<mld be shipped to New South 
Wales and Queensland at about 
the same price as Western Aus­
tralian wheat could be trans­
ported to those states.
"Unless something is done Aus­
tralia is in great danger of los­
ing her overseas wheat market, ‘ 
he said.
It was too late to import the 
full ^,000,000 bushels needed for 
emergency requirements in the 
areas, Teasdale said. He added 
that some shipments already 
have been sent to New South 
.Wales and Queensland,
Teasdale would not name the 
amount of Canadian wheat sought.
T U H S . D E C - I .  1WT THB DAILF 'COURIER
CONTRACT BRIDGE
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North East South West
1 0  Pass lA  SX
3 0  Pass S«  Pass
4 0  Pass 4 ^
Opealnsr lcad->king of clubs.
Opening lead—king of clubs.
You Just can’t play bridge me­
chanically, or the first thing you 
know you find yourself right be­
hind the eight ball.
One of the best players in the 
business fell ^ a r t  at the scams 
on this hand. But before describ­
ing the details, let's say a word 
alwut the bidding.
There’s some doubt whether it 
isn’t the best policy for South to 
respond directly with four spades 
over the opening diamond bid. 
One has to be of a pretty pessi­
mistic nature to be willing to 
settle for less than a game con­
tract with the South hand.
<Onc« this Is granted. South 
might just as well go directly to 
game, rather than bid a spade 
first and later force,to game.The 
leap to foulr spadm shows just 
alxwt the type of hand South has .
solid trumps and good game 
prospects. Slam aspirations are 
at the same time deided.
West opened the king of clubs 
and followed with the ace. East 
playing high-low. West continued 
with the queen and declarer ruffed 
in dummy with the nine, hoping 
West had the ten.
East overruffed, however, and 
returned the king of hearts. De­
clarer, having lost three tricks 
already, had to win with the ace 
in dummy. His cause was hope­
less. He was beaten regardless of 
how the opponents’ cards were 
ivlded.
He cashbd the A-K of dla- 
monds, discarding a heart, but 
when he led the queen East na­
turally trumped, and South ended 
losing a heart trick for down one.
The hand was easy to make. 
AU South had to do was refuse 
to trump the third club lead in 
dummy. By conceding the queen 
of clubs to West, declarer retains 
in dummy the spade which he 
vitally n e^ s  for ready communi­
cation to his hand to extract the 
adverse trumps.
It goes against the grain, of 
course, to allow West’s queen of 
clubs to win the trick without 
putting up a fight against it. But 
this view Is shortsighted. Protect­
ing the contract is far more Im­







of the grave of Captain Bligh's 
Bounty, which was scuttled off 
PitcairnTsland in 1790, has been 
reported by the National Geo­
graphic Society.
The discovery is described in 
the December Issue of National 
Geographic by Luis Marden, vet­
eran undersea photographer for 
the society.
Marden, who was living on the 
South Pacific isle to collect ma­
terial for a story and to make a 
color film about descendants of 
the Bounty mutineers, said he 
found the ship’s remains about 
30 feet down in Bounty Bay. , 
Helping Marden in his six-week 
search were two Pitcairners — 
Tom Christian, 21-year-old great- 
great-great grandson of mutineer 
Fletcher Christian, and Tom's 
brother-in-law. Len Brown:
T h e  spot was some ^stance 
from where the Bounty’s rudder 
was found in 1933, 1116 rudder 
now is in the Fiji museum on 
Suva;
JODOIN MEETS PM 
OTTAWA , (CP) — President 
CHaude Jodoin of the Canadian 
Labor Congress today said fol­
lowing a 52-minute conference 
with Prime Minister Djefenbaker 
he has the impression flie gov­
ernment finds merit in the sugges­
tion the eight-ship Canadian Na 
tionai Steamship fleet be return­
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LONDON (Reuters)—An offi 
cial inquiry opened tc^ay into 
reports of a leakage of secret 
government financial information 
which allegedly brought a num 
ber of speculators a large stock 
market profit last September.
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HOTEL DEAL FAILS
MONTREAL (CP)—A package 
deal for three Canadian pacific 
Railway hotels in Nova Scotia 
appears to have fallen through 
because the buyer failed to meet 
a Dec, 1 deadline, the CPR. said 
today.
MAY RETURN
HAMILTON (CP)—Four birds 
were stolen when a burglar broke 
into a pigeon loft belonging to 
John Jeslk, All four were homing 
pigeons.
HOT SUBJECT
MONTREAL (CP) -  Three li- 
brary branches in suburban Notre 
Dame de Grace report a new 
peak in demand for books on 




DAILY CRYTOQUOTE — Here’s how to work it:
A X  Y D L B A A X R 
Is L O N G F  E L L O W
One letter simply stands for another: In this sample A is used 
^6r the three L’s, X for the two O’s, etc. Single letters, apostrophes, 
the length apd formation of the words are all hints. Each day the 
code letters are different.
A Cryptogram Quotation
Z U K • U A U F E  X R P  S U  X R I K U F  G H  
W V I  K V X U  K V Z Z  l U A U P  R K  P V N W K  
— I W R Q U I J U R F U .
Yesterday’a Cryptoquote: OUR HEARTS WERE DRUNK WITH A 
BEAUTY OUR EYES COULD NEVER SEE — RUSSELL.
TV Schedule -  CHBC-TV
(Subject to lost minute changes)
TUESDAY
4:30 Open House 
5:00 Howdy Doody 
5:30 Earth and Its People 
6:00 Parade of Stars 
6:30 CHBC-TV Now.s 
6:40 CHBC-TV Weather 
6:45 CHBC-TV Snorts 
6:55 What’s On Tonight 
7:00 Sponsored Time 
7:30 1 Search for Adventure 
8:00 Front Pago ChaUengo 
8:80 Dragnet 
9:00 GM TV Theatre 
10:00 Concert Hour 
11:00 CBC-TV News
WEDNESDAY
4:30 Open House 
5:00 Howdy Doody 
5:30 Swing Your Partner 
6:00 Parade of Stars 
6:30 CHBC-TV News 
6:40 CHBC-TV Weather 
6:45 CHBC-TV Sjwrts 
6:55 What's On Tonight 
7:00 Bank of Knowledge 
7:30 The Family Album 
8:00 Boxing >
9:00 International Favorite 
9:30 Riding High 
10:00 Chovy Show '
11:00 CBC-TV News
FOR TOMORROW
Some restrictive Influences sug­
gest caution in all matters now. 
There are tendencies to overdo 
things, thus taxing health and 
strength; also inclinations toward 
carelessness. Which could result 
in loss of property or needless 
errors. Be alert.
FOR THE BIRTHDAY
If tomorrow Is your birthday, 
your horoscope Inmcptes that it 
would be advisable to use your 
fine mental powers and imagina' 
lion to the utmost jn advancing 
job goals now, December is YOUR 
month, and the Ideas and projects 
launched now and followed 
through during the next four
THE OLD HOME TOWN -- Stanley
T H B v k e  t h ' t y p h J t r o y
HUH'» IP  T H H Y  l-IV)Br 
r r io u & H  n >  fV iY  IT  
A L I.0 A C K , T T l
.nbljiflMlSo
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T IM »/
.............I'li.HillMiiHH.il
months could have a material ef­
fect upon your progress through­
out 1958. Do not expect too much 
in the way of a financial showing 
before mid-year, but a conserva­
tive policy, could keep you in a 
comfortable position,
Where personal relationships 
are concerned, the stars are very 
much in your fayor, so that your 
social, domestic and sentimental 
interests should prove happy and 
stimulating for most of the year 
ahead, Look for an opportunity 
to, travel in August; some excel­
lent business news next October.
A child born on this day will be 
extremely amiable and Intolll- 
gent but may have a tendency to 
speculate unwisely.
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COME o u r, I  
s u e s s .
A M J a iN C , ^
SAWYERS WHAT ^ 
WAS IT DIAT 
CHANGED BUS SAHDT 
WASTE INTO A6RRH  
FM U919E? CETME 
THE a n s w e r  
AT O NCE
X HAVE THE ANSWER, SK. 
W A T E R ... ARTESIAN WEUS.. 
PROVIDED BY THE AMERICAN 
POIHT FOUR PROGRAM.
ARTISAN WELLS* AMERICAN 
POINT FO im  PROGRAM?
SURBl IT HELPS 
PUS HELP THBAA- 
SaVES.AlLOVERBUr 
MIDDLE EAST. CMCEM 
IRAN X HELPED PCStROY 
A LOCUST PLAGUE UNPER 
THE SAME neOGRAM,
v - 1
BY ALLAH, THAT GIVES ME AN 
IDEAl WE'RE LEAVING FORTKE 
VILLAGE OF MY TRiBCSM BN. 
GET WORD TO STROUOi MY 
GENERAL MANAGER,TO MEET 
METHEI^IMMEOIATEL''
PR. LEOMA, BRICK 
JUST POESNT /WSWERI 
MAYBE HIS RADIO WAS 
P A M A 6 B 0  WHEN HiS 
PCWER UNIT 




CAN HELP US. 
AABANWHILE/IT-U 
t r y  TO PUTT 
BRICKS 
ORBIT.'
M S A N m iL S  BKJCK, A  HUMAN S A T E L U re , 
Z tX M S  ARCtNO TUB P L A M E T n U tA ...
my RESPIRATOR IS 6TU . 
WORKINO, fortunately... 
PAM POESN'T KNaV HOW TO ' 
fly the TIME-TOP-. THEY 
ARE JUST AS LOST AS t  AM— . 






■HlUT OKAY-HOW tX)VOU 
LIKE SOMEBODY 












H-M.'/THAT M U ST B E  TH' 
NEW BOY TH’ KIDS TOLD 
ME A B O U T ../SU I  r— ■
12*3 »
MAYBE YOU OUGHT 
TO TAKE IT TO A
t y p e w r it e r  sh op,
UNCA/WCKEYl
Si,.
[n c' \A/Aiyca I (WAKE U^LAZ>yX. 





E A V B 9P R O P P IN 7  I  HAD A HUNCH YOU 
AN' YOUR NO-ACCOUNT FRIENDS BLEW UP 
THAT RAILROAD 0RIPOE NEAR MY RANCH 
AN* LET M B  TAKE TH* BLAMBf
THATYOU'RBWMIH*TO 
GRAB TH' PAYROLLS
T j u s t
WHAT
D ID  OP TH' RAILROAD 
YOU HE L I WORKCRS HIRED/ 











PO trr VtX) UKB TOUR y  ON. (9UR8. 
BL O V g a tJ p v  THeVRB
I
^ ( ^ ,X  6H(3UU> 'mMl< TOUD  ̂
BE WCARt49 THSM OM ACOiap fig /




PftawSEOMBlP \  ,.*’ (/ , 
I  LOOT ANOTHER . 1 
pAiRON<StOVKB/ ‘  ^
^S/TvCUKHOW 1 ,UM ttm attO  I i
Sixteen B.C. Mayors Unopposed; 
M a jo rity  O f Centres Vote D k .
By THE CANADIAN BBCSS
Mayors, Reeves and village 
chairmen were elected by ac­
clamation in many British Ci>- 
lumbia communities Monday. 
Voting for civic offices will be 
held next week.
Sixteen mayors were unoppM- 
ed when nomlnaUcms closed, 
automatically putting them into 
office. There will be mayoralty 
cootesU In 15 of B.C.'s 36 clUes. 
The mayors of Vancouver. New 
Westminster, Langley and Slocan 
City will continue in office this 
year. Their terms expire in De­
cember, 1958. The remaining 
city, Victoria, does not hold 
nominations until Thursday.
The most crowded mayoralty 
race will be at Nelson where In­
cumbent Joseph Kary faces three 
opponents
Mayors John R. Morrison ol 
Prince George. Charles Cates of
RoBert Range, (x) Harold A. 
Moffat, Jack Rhodes, Raymond 
Atkinson.
Referendums — $450,000 for 
schools; share of nOw $650,000 
hospital.
REVELSTOK£(
Mayor—(x) Walter Hardman 
laccl.)
Aldermen (three seats) — (x) 
A. Abrahamstm, (x) E. L. 
Mortimer, (x) A, C, Rutherford, 
LUUan Waby. Keith McCoy.
School board (two seats)—(x) 
Joseph Hammond. Mary Mac 
kay. Stanley Webster. .
Plebiscite — Joining Okanagan 
regional library.
VERNON
Mayor—(x) Frank F. Becker, 
Frank Ryall.
Aldermen (three seats) — (x) 
Geraldine CoursiA*, Charles J. 
McDowell, William J. Monk, A 
M. Sasges, A. A. Schwartz, John
North Vancouver, Frank F - Eric Palmer, William Hallna.
Becker of Vernon, C. E. Oliver of 
Penticton, aiKl George E. HiUs of 
Prince Rupert are among .those 
being challenged for office.
At Nanaimo. Pete Maffeo was 
re-elected by acclamation as was 
L. A .Reed in Trail.
PARKINSON UNOPPOSED 
Reeves of the 30 municipal diS' 
tricts had an even easier time 
Fifteen were re-elected unopposd 
and the offices of four do not ex­
pire until next year. Only 11 dis­
tricts vote for new reeves in­
cluding Esquimau, Coquitlam 
Surrey. Burnaby, and Chilliwack 
For the first time, voters in the 
villages will pick their own coun­
cil chairman. Until the revised 
municipal act was passed by the 
last session of the legislature, the 
chairmen were chosen by the 
councillors themselves.
In at least 25 of the province's 
55 villages, the chairmen have 
been elected imopposed.
Voting will take place Thurs­
day, Dec. 12, exoept in Vancou­
ver where Dec. 11 is polling day.
R. F. Parkinson of Kelowna 
was one of the mayors elected 
unopposed. He had been acting 
mayor since the death last month 
of J . J. Ladd. “ ■
Enderby is holding its first 
mayoralty campaign since 1946 
and three candidates wiU be try­
ing for the office.
Merritt and' Ladysmith will be 
holding theiy last elections as 
cities. At the beginning of 1958, 
boU) are changing their status 
to'villages. The men elected as 
mayors and aldermen wUl be­
come village commissioners at 
the changeover.
MANY PLEBISCITES 
In Castlegar, R. C. Maddocks 
resigned from the village com­
mission last week but aUowed 
his name to be entered again 
Tuesday. A special nomination 
will be necessary today to fiU the 
one-year term caosed by Mr. 
Maddock's resignation.
At least eight communities are 
conducting plebiscites on flouri- 
dation of water supplies. In a 
number of cases, voters will be 
asked to approve bylaws for 
school and hospital construction.
Vancouver voters will also de­
cide by plebiscite whether they 
are in favor of commercial sports 
on Sunday afternoons.
Interior nominations in major 
centres:
PRINCE GEORGE:
Mayor—(x) John R. Morrison 
Carrie Jane Gray.
Aldermen (two seats)—John 
Powers, John D. Ewing, (x) Ken­
neth A. C. Jack, Harry Loder, 
(x) Frank CTark.
School board (three seats)—(x) Palmer (accl)
School board (two seats) — (x)
G. D. John Trent, (x) Vera 
Sharpe McCulloch, George Cas- 
tonguay.
Bylaw — $70,000 arena im 
provements.
SALMON ARM:
Mayor—(x) Victor Nancollas 
T. H. Middleton 
Aldermen (three seats for two 
years) — M, Fransden,, John 
Gray, (x) Gare Morrow, F. F. 
Porter; (one seat for one y e a r)-  
N. L. Duggan (accl.).
Bylaw — $67,500 new hospital. 
PENTICTON:
Mayor (x) C, E. Oliver, Maur­
ice P. Finnerty.
Aldermen (three seats) — (X) 
A. C. Kennedy, (x) S. R. Hawk­
ins, Mrs. Elsie MacCleave, P. E. 
Pauls, J. D. Southworth, J . W. 
Johnson, W. A. Rathbum.
School board (three seats) — 
Mrs. Leslie Balia, Mrs. Lilias 
Tod, E. A. Tyhurst.
MERRITT:
Mayor — (x) Allan Collect 
(accl.)
Aldermen (three seats) — (x) 
Ian Bremner, (x) Jack M. De- 
wolfe, (x) Harold W. Pooley 
(accl.)
School board (two seats) — (x) 
J. A. Warren, (x) Peter Malach, 
John Bann. ,
TRAIL:
Mayor— (x) L. A. Read (accl). 
Aldermen (three seats) — (x) 
W. A. Curran, (x) F. E. Devito, 
( X )  S. N. Mitchell (accl.).
School board (one seat—Bryn- 
mor E. Smith (accl.).
ROSSLAND:
Mayor —; (x) H. S. Elmes, 
(accl.).
Aldermen (three seats) — (x) 
Davis Shaw, (x) William Keane, 
(x) J. C. MUler, J . G. Flanagan, 
Paul Lowden.
School board (one seat) — (x) 
Frank Beinder (accl.). 
ARMSTRONG:
Mayor — (x) J. Pothecary 
(accl.).
Aldermen (three seats for two 
years) — W. L. Smith, Gordon 
Gray, Earle Dixon (accl.); (one 
seat for one year)—G. W. Game, 
John M. Jamieson.
School tward (one seat) — R 
Bonner (accl.).
NELSON:
Mayor — C. F. Blakeman, (x) 
Joseph Kary, J . W. McClelland 
T. S. Shorthouse.
Aldermen (three seats) •— B. C. 
Affleck, F. A. Beresford, C. E 
Bradshaw, H. H. Hinitt, C. J  
Hughes, G. A. Latta, L. G. Peer­
less, Mrs. W. J. Van Maarion.
School board (two seats — (x) 
F. N. Emott, (x) Mrs. Richard
KELOWNA:
Mayor — R. F. Parkinson 
(accl.).
Aldermen (three seats) — (x) 
R. D. Knox, (x) A. J . TTeadgold, 
Dennis Crookes, A. S. W. Hughes- 
Game, S. A. S. Swift.
Sctmol board (one seat) — (x) 
C. E. Sisden (accl.).
Bylaws — $90,(XX) alterathms to 
waterworks; $210.'000 alterations 
to sewage treatment plant 
COLDSTREAM:
Reeve — (x) James B. Kid- 
ston (accl.).
Coundllors (two seats for two 
years — (x) John HUl, (x) 
Charles H. Pitt (accl.), two seats 
for one year)—(x) T. R. Church­
ill, (x) Richard A. MacDonald, 
David M. Hett.
School board (one seat) — (x) 
Stanley W. Ferguson.
SALMON ARM:
Reeve — E. C. Turner (accl.). 
Councillors (two seats for two 
years) —' D. K. McArthur (no 
other nomination, accl.).
School board (one seat) — Vi. 
B. Lackbum (accl.).
Bylaws — New hospital $119,- 
(XX); share in Shuswap Lake Hos­
pital, $109,572.
SPALLUMCHEEN:
Reeve — D. MacDonald, Peter 
N. Buyer.
Councillors (three seats for 
two years) — Gordon Sidney, C, 
Foster Whitaker, Len Wood, A. 
M. J. Oberle, William Bubuik; 
(one seat for one year)—R. Boss, 
G. K. Landon.
School board (two seats)—Len 
Wood, Gamer Foster (accl.). 
OSOYOOS:
Commission chairman — (x) 
Harry Hesketh, Eric Becker, 
Jack Cox..
Commissioners (two seats) — 
Ernie Gerdner, (x) Homer 
Spaulding, Roy McDonald, John 
Vargovcsik, Sebastian Schmidt. 
OLIVER:
Chairman — (x) W. Ganna 
Carter (accl.).
Commissioners (two seats) — 
(x) Harry Carter, (x) H. Scott 
(accl.).
SUMMERLAND:
Reeve— F̂. E. Atkinson (accl.) 
Councillors (two seats)—F. M, 
Steuart, Eric M. Tait (accl.) 
School board (two seats) — T.
A irpo rt W ork 
(^ t $19,329
Cost so far of preparing the 
4000-foot nmway at Ellison air­
port was given to city council 
Monday night In a letter from 
the air services branch of the de­
partment of transport, Ottawa.
The letter said that the exca­
vating, stripping, gravel and 
clearing came to $19,329.70. The 
letter was filed.
Civic Heads Rule On 
Church Tax Exemption
A request to city council for tax
Parking Fines 
H it New High
Enforcement of the one hour 
parking bylaw on Friday’s late 
shopping nights resulted in a 
“new high” in fines received by 
the city, according to L. A. N. 
Potterton, special traffic officer 
Jor the city.
In his report to city council, 
read at Monday night’s meeting, 
Mr. Potterton said that he "had 
280 prosecutions under the traf­
fic bylaws during the period 
under review (the month of No­
vember) and the,sum of $705 was 
collected in fines coviering 
same.”
Mr. Potterton said he issued 22 
courtesy tickets during the 
month and observed that "ap­
parently there were no parking 
tickets issued by the RCMP to 
owners of cars who left them 
parked on tiie restricted streets 
overnight.”
He opined that "car drivers do 
not pay much attention to the 
parkhig signs on Fridays after 
the hour of 5 p.m.”
Residents Ask 
For Sidewalk
Residents on the north side ol 
DeHart Ave. have petitioned city 
council to construct a fiv^foot 
wide concrete sidewalk with a 
six-inch boulevard curb.
’The city estimated the cost 
Manning, K. L. Boothe (accl.), I would l)e $5,172. A bylaw to 
Parks board (one seat) — E. authorize the work under the 
H. Bennett (accl.). local improvement plan will be
GLENMORE; 1 drawn up, council decided.
Reeve — (x) P. R. Moubray 
(accl.).
Councillors (two seats) — (x)
Victor Haddad, I. Yamamoto 
(accl.).
School board (one seat) — J.
R. Hume (accl.).
PEACHLAND:
Reeve—F. Ivor Jackson (accl.).
Councillors (two seats for two
Mayor — (x) George E. Hills, Monday night.
Peter J . Lester. His report covered the year up
Aldermen (two seats) — (x) ®“*̂ November.
Michael Krueger, (x) Norman There were 101 more trade h- 
BeUis, (x) R. G. Large, Gordon cences issued during the past 11 
E. Carlson. months than dunng the sanae
School board (two seats) — (x) period last year, and $2,8OT.50 in 
W. J. Scott, ( X )  A. J . Poininato trade Ucence fees coUeded m^^ 
(accl) [cess of tthat amount paid in over
Bylaws — Borrowing $729,000 the 11-mnoth period of 1956
exemption on Catholic Church 
property on Sutherland Avenue 
has so far been declined.
The request came up before 
city council Monday night in a 
letter from a Vancouver law 
firm.
The letter asked pity council for 
tax exemption on three of five 
lots under terms of section 323 oi 
the new B.C. municipal act.
Two lots already have been de­
clared tax-exempt. One Is the 
property on which St. Joseph’s 
hall is set, and this tax exemp­
tion dates back to 1938. The ad­
joining lot, or which the Church 
of The Immaculate Conception 
rests, as well as St. Joseph's 
School, was put on the tax ex­
emption list a few weeks ago by 
bylaw, as required under the new 
municipal act.
SCHOOL PURPOSES 
The letter from the Vancouver 
law firm, which requests tax ex­
emption on three other lots, 
points out that the lots are used 
"wholly for school purposes "and 
the exemption is requested under 
section 325 of the ,municipal act, 
subsection 1, clause (i).
Accompanying the lettter is a 
statutory declaration from Rt. 
Rev. Thomas J. McCarthy, Bis­
hop of Nelson, who is the presi­
dent of the incorporated institu­
tion of learning known as the 
Catholic Public Schools of Nel­
son Diocese and "who is also co­
owner of the property."
Bishop McCarthy’s declaration 
asserts that the property, except 
that on which the church stands, 
is wholly in use for school pur­
poses as required by the muni­
cipal act. . „ ,
The city s assessor and solici­
tor do not agree on this assertion 
and a letter from the city clerk, 
George Dunn, dated Nov. 29, ad­
vises the Vancouver law firm that 
to the best of the assessor’s know­
ledge, the three lots in question 
are subject to taxation. 
EXEMPTION MANDATORY 
Assessor J . E. Markle, in his 
report to the city council, points 
out that section 325, sub-section 1, 
clause (1) of the new municipal
act allows exemption from taxa-
RCMP Lease 
Is Renewed
Fbrmal renewal of a lease with 
the Royal Canadian Mounted Po­
lice for occupancy of part of (he 
City HaU was ratified by city 
council Momlay night.
The lease, which will run for 
one year, beginning Jan. 1, pro­
vides for the M<Hmties to use 801 
square feet of space in city hall 
at a rental of $100 a month.
________  ’The police quarters are at the
Tn accoMance with this, city I north end of the build-
council, by bylaw, exempted the U“8 comprise city office and
S r o p ^  on which toe school district office, and jaU cells for 
: t a ^ ,  I men and women.
Mr. Markle further points out 
ha t under toe foregoing section |
'( toe municipal act, it is manda- 
.ory that buildings used for 
'.chools, as defined, including the 
immediate land they sit on, be 
xempt.
Any greater land (or lands) to 
be exempted is to be determined 
by councO and a bylaw must be 
passed before November 30 to be
tion private schools giving in­
struction equivalent of toe pub­
lic schools.
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Gas Connections 
In City Limits 
763 This Year




TSva departments at Victoria
Tax Payments, Trade 
Licence Fees Increase
effective for toe ensuing year, the natural gas pipeline have 
Mr. Markle reported. been made in toe c i^  so far this
He also presented the opinions year, according to toe report of 
of' G ty Solicitor E. C. Weddell, W. L. Conn, gas impector, to city 
Q.C. council Monday night
g iv e s  r ea so n s  Mr. Conn’s written report point-
Mr. Weddell, according to M r.N . out that there were 850 per- 
Markle, opines that toe three lots h jlts  issu ^  to November 30, In­
in question do not qualify for ex-lauding 719 inside toe city, 
emption under toe act.
Reasons given are that thej 
lands and buildings so exempted 
must be wholly in use for toe pur­
pose of furnishing school instruc­
tion, and he comes to toe conclu­
sion that the lots are not con­
sidered exempt because on one 
of them toe church rectory is 
located, on another, toe convent | 
of toe Sisters of Charity of Hali­
fax is situated, which building is have given their seal of approval 
partly used for a kindergarten, to toe $90,000 bylaw, which will 
The third lot has an old build- be placed before toe electorate 
ing, which is no longer used. next Dec. 12, when those eligible 
City Solicitor Weddell inter-will go to the polls to choose their 
prets that there is "nothing con- aldermen, 
tained in toe act to allow exemp- The waterworks bylaw, official- 
tion beyond the lots which are ly known as bylaw 1920, cited 
not ol toemselves entitled to this as toe waterworks improvement 
exemption,” according to Mr. bylaw 1957, has been approved by 
Marlde. water right branch and by
Mr. Markle further points out the department ol healto and
that the council could exempt toe welfare, city council learned
lots if it determines that toe lots [Monday mght. 
in question are "reasonably nec­
essary in connection therewith. i
The city fathers did not discuss BOND QUOTATIONS
the matter at any length, but felt 
toat toe assessor and city solici­
tor had stated the case.
They directed City Gerk George 
Dimn to write a letter to toe Van­
couver law firm, setting out the 
statements and conclusions of the 
assessor and city solicitor.
date came to $589,477.39, as 
compared to $451,574.85, for the 
same period last year. The in­
crease was $137,902.54.
Percentagewise, the city col­
lected 99.4 percentum this year, 
up to Nov. 30, whereas the figure 
was 99.2^ percentum for the 
first 11 months of 1956.
for new senior high school. 
PRINCETON:
Chairman — (x) J . G. Norman, | 
Clifford Avery.
Commissioners (two seats) — 
(x) John Vanderspek, James 
Berryman, R. B. Williams, Eric 
Jacobson, Roy Thomas, Mrs. | 
Cavino.
Payment of current taxes to
C ity And Oil Company Disagree 
Service Station
Christmas. Cheer 
Kettles To 'Start 
"Dec. 14#/|
. A disagreement has arisen be­
tween city council and Standard 
Oil Company oyer the proposed 
outlet, on to Pendozl Street from 
the southwest comer of the 
Harvey - Pendozl intersection, 
where Standard proposes to epn- 
atruct a service station.
The former building, an old- 
time house,. was torn down re­
cently.
The company wants toe out­
let to begin only three feet south 
of the Intersection, but Aid. A. 
J , Treadgold, who has been deal­
ing with toe matter, pointed out 
to city council Monday night that
if that request .was granted; it 
would pose a serious traffic 
hazard.
Aid. Treadgold, who had the 
full support of the council, point­
ed out that toe highways depart­
ment wanted the outlet at the ex­
treme south end of the property. 
WOULD COMPROMISE
He said he was willing to com­
promise by having the outlet 
some 30 feet from the inter­
section, to encourage outgoing 
traffic from the station to pror 
ceed south on'Pendozl, instead of 
turning north, against toe flow 
of traffic.
TODAY'S STOCK QUOTATIONS
Christmas cheer kettle of the 
[Salvation Army will be set up 
outside the Bernard Avenue en­
trance to the post, office again 
this year.
City council Monday night 
granted permission to the Sal­
vation Army to set up the kettle.
Aid. Treadgold said the comp- Dates 2?" 23“ ?nd
any already had drawn up its 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23 ana
plans on the company’s assump-124.
tion that an outlet would be al­
lowed three feet from the inter­
section. Consensus of the council 
was that the company was ill- 
advised to have proceeded with 
plans without the council’s ap­
proval.
A company engineer is ex­
pected in the city during toe 
week to confer with city officials,
but council Indicated that its j, osOYOOS (CP) — D. Perley 
position was adamant and that collector of custome and
the company would have to alter Lxdse duties at the port for the 
its plnns. hast 30 years, retired during the
weekend.
11% During his tenure in office, he 
23 I had seen the customs port grow
"N o  P arking" 
Area Request 
By Auto Firm
Another request has comi In 
to city council for a "no parking” 
area.
Latest is from Kelowna Motors, 
who, in their letter to city coun­
cil read Monday night, pointed 
out that access to- their used car 
lot, immediately adjoining their 
building at the west, is denied»by 
autoists parked along Leon Ave­
nue.
Council referred the request to 
the traffic advisory committee, 




Story On City's 
Coat Of Arms 
In Booklet
Kelowna and its unique coat 
arms Will be part of B.C.’s cen-j 
tennial booklet, it was leam e' ' 
day.
Local author Roland Goodchild, 
..ho wrote a short story about 
Kelowna and its coat-of-arms, en­
titled "Fruitful in Unity” , has 
been advised toat the story will 
be included in the B.C. Ce: 
nial Anthology.
The anthology already has _ 
to the printers and is in the pro­
cess of being published. It will 
be read by hundreds of thousands 
all across Canada.
Supplied by 
Okanagan Investments Limited 
280 Bernard Avenue, 
Kelowna, B.C.
(as at 12 boon E.S.T.)
I Dominion of Canada
Bid Askec
15th Victory Loan





P E A C H L A N D -  Kerosene 
lamps illuminated municipal hall 
last week when Peachland rate­
payers held their annual meet­
ing with municipal council. This 
was toe second consecutive even­
ing toat toe community had been 
"black^ out”.
Recommendation w a s  made 
toat council press toe B.C. Power 
Commission for an alternative 
source of power.
Ratepayers learned toat funds 
had not been available to carry 
out last year’s road paving plan.
Increases in unpaid taxes and 
school charges, as well as the 
purchase of road paving equip­
ment had placed a “consider­
able” drain on toe budget, ac­
cording to Reeve G. W. Hawks- 
ley.
However, he was hopeful, toat 
toe situation would improve. 
‘."Barring unforseen circum­
stances money will be available 
without an increase in. toe mill 
rate In 1958, for toe continuance 
of our paving program,” he said. 
Finance committee chairman 
F. Ivor JacksBn warned that un­
less a substantial portion of the 
$7,670 balance due for taxes and 
arrears was paid, toe municipal­
ity would have to carry forward 
a deficit nearly double that of 
other years.
H. Birkclund, domestic water 
committee chairman reported 
that water supplied in that area 
was “unexcell^ in quality any­
where in toe Okanagan," and 
toat toe ability to combat fire 
had "never been greater’!, 
REGIONAL LIBRARY 
Gtizens were urged to make 
full use of regional library facili­
ties by representative Kathleen 
A. Aitkens, who pointed out toat 
circulation and registration fi­
gures for toe municipality were 
behind those of communities of 
comparable size and population.
Reports from H. C. MacNeill, 
school trustee, A_. E. Miller, roads 
committee chairman, and C. A. 
Haker, municipal clerk and trea­
surer were also heard.
Councillor Jackson indicated 
toat he would stand for election 
as reeve; Reeve Hawksley has 
accepted nomination for toe re- 
maiiting year of Mr. Jackson’s 
term, and Councillor Birkland 
had decided to accept nomination 
to fill toe remaining year of R. A. 
Uoyd-Jones’ term. Roads com­
mittee'chairman A. E. Miller will 
stand for re-election.
CHECKING UP
EDMONTON (CP) — J  
Chamt>er of Commerce officials 
in 11 unmarked cars followed 495 
cars for a total of 500 miles and 
found only six drivers who-were 
not guilty of any driving errors 
Most common infraction was fall 
ing to signal a change from one 
traffic lane to another.
BUSINESS OUTLOOK 
PORT ARTHUR, Ont. (CP), — 
D. W. Ambrldge, president of 
Abltibi Power and Paper Com­
pany, predicts toe newsprint In­
dustry of Canada will operate at 
less than capacity "for toe next 
couple of years.” But greater 
production capabilities meant 
Canada would be able to serve 
newsprint customers better now 
than in the past, he said.
GRATEFUL VISITORS
FORT WILUAM, Ont, (CP 
Four citizens from Pakh 
here as guests of the Cana 
government to study Cana 
methods of handling grain, said 
Canada is "hospitality personi­
fied.” .
3% due 1960 97.80 98.00
7th Victory Loan 
3% due 1962 96.35 96.55
8th Victory Loan 
3% due 1963 95% 95%
0th Victory Loan 
3% due 1966 94% 94%
Provincials
Manitoba Hydro 
5% due 1977 102%
Saskatchewan 
5% due 1977 . 100.00 •mm
Ontario Hydro 
5% due 1965 101.00
Ontario Hydro 
5% due 1977 102% 102%
Ontario 
5% due 1964 101% 102%
Ontario 
5% due 1975 104.00 )104%
Corporations
Abltibi
4%% due 1966 94.00
B.A. Oil 
5%% due 1977 100.00
B.C. Electric 
5%% due 1977 101.00 101.75
Home Oil 
5% due 1971 116.00
Woodward's 
5% due 1977 102%
Inland Nt. Gas 
5%% due 1977 107.00 _
Loblaw 
6% due 1977 110%
Westcoast Tr. "C 
5%% due 1988 108% 109%
ZONING BOARD
By order-in-couiicil from Vic-
the city’s zoning board of appeal. 
His three-year appointment will 
become effective Januaiy 1.
Supplied by
James, Coplthome and Birch Ltd 
366 Bernard Ave 
Today’s Eastern Prloea 
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IS Oils - .20
INVIE8TMENT FUNDS 
Flieeii quoted on a net haala.
All Odn. Compound ' 5,58 6.07
AU Cdn Dividend 4.89
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Imp. Oil 42% 43%
Ind. Accep. 28% 28%
Inland Gas 7% 8
Int. Nickel 72 72%
Inter Pipe 41% 42
Lucky Lager 4,40 4.50
Massey Harris 6% 6%
McCoM  Fron. 54% 55
MacMill B 25% 25%
Oknn Phone 10 10%
Page Hersey ‘ 110 112
Powell River 32% 32%
Steel of Con 48% 48%
Trans Mtn, PI. 70% 71
Walkers 77% 78
West Ply 10% 11%
OILS
Bid Asked
Cal. and Ed.  ̂21% 21%
Cdn. Husky 12% 12%
Cent. Del Rio 7 7%
Fort St. John 4 33 4.15
Homo on  A 15% 16
Home Oil B 1SV« 15%
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Steep Rock
N. Ont Gas 


















28y4|from a one-man operation In 1928 
to a 16-mnn staff which is on the 
44% I job 24 hours a day.
44% Mr. Simpson is being succeed- 
41% ed by Andrew J. McLean, who has 
been transferred from Cascade 
Aiu Gty to Osoyoos, effective last 
40^  Sunday.
Aft<;r enjoying a holiday, Mr, 
Simpson expects to return here 
to take up his hobby—prospecting 
in too nearby hills.
PHONE TODAY 
TO MORROW
2 1 2 3
DRV CLEANING 
LAUNDRY
B r TUB CANADIAN BBESS
Prime Minister Dlefenbaker 
said toe government plans "one 
or two” tax changes in this ses­
sion without presenting a formal 
budget. * ,
The Liberals succeeded in getr 
:ing too .Comomns to set aside 
its scheduled business- for an 
emergency debate on unemploy­
ment in the automobile industry.
Paul Martin, former Liberal 
healto minister, asked the gov­
ernment for an imipediate stht- 
menton new cars. .
Mr. Dlefenbaker replied toat he 
could not give advance informa- 
tion on government taxation pol 
icy: the Liberal move was a 
"■uhterfuge.’’
Revenue Minister George Now- 
lan said he has taken steps to 
ensure that if an excite tax re­
duction la mare it "w|Il be passed 
on to the car dealers.**
The Commons voted 121 to 21 
to sit longer hours In the drive 
to clean up sessiooal business, 
only Social Credit members and 
five Liberals being opposed.
PARAMOUNT PHONE3111
A peak year of Arctic whaling 
history in 1857 saw 400 vessels 




Big Pandas Poodles 
Skunks Bunnies 
Little Pandas
Here is a cozy, cuddly gift for 
tiny tots or teens.
LONG
SUPER DRUGS LTD.
‘‘Where All Kelowna Saves’*
Once Again Barr & Anderson 
have been chosen to represent the world famous
HOOVER HOME APPLIANCES
IN KELOWNA
INTROPUCTORY OFFER . . .  We arc pleased to celebrate this announcement 













Today 7  &  9  PbIII.
Coming WedbicsdAy — 7t00 and 9t05 pja.
"A HATFUL OF RAIN"
Adult Entertainment Only '
ON A
HOOVER
You can save plenty today 
on too purchase of a fa­
mous Hoover Ckmsiella- 
tion] This is the cleaner 
with the amezlng double- 
streteh hose. . .  the large, 
threw-away dirt bag . . . 
toe smooth, quiet power. 
A genuine lloover, carry­
ing complete factory 
guarantee but at a new, 
low jbrlcet Order soon.
N fiw O nly




ately and honestly 
described.
Z—Lowest possible prices 
consistent with our high 
standards of quality and 
gervice fo the con­
sumer.
3— No price-padding • , . 
no false dtsconnts
4— One price for all. No 
discounts from adver­
tised prices or prices 
shown on merchandise* 
Prices will match or be 
less than any price In 
fhd district for mer­
chandise of comparable
I diiolily# \ 
batlifactlon guaranteed, 
at money refunded.
& A y i iC D C A Ml l l l l lC I I J V ll
894 B ER N A R D  A V E .
aN TER IO R ) LTD.
PHONE 3039
1
J
^  1.
